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ABSTRACT
Daniel Charles Bowman: Infrasound from Ground to Space
(Under the direction of Jonathan M. Lees)
Acoustic detector networks are usually located on the Earth’s surface. However, these
networks suffer from shortcomings such as poor detection range and pervasive wind noise.
An alternative is to deploy acoustic sensors on high altitude balloons. In theory, such
platforms can resolve signals arriving from great distances, acquire others that never
reach the surface at all, and avoid wind noise entirely. This dissertation focuses on scien-
tific advances, instrumentation, and analytical techniques resulting from the development
of such sensor arrays. Results from infrasound microphones deployed on balloon flights
in the middle stratosphere are described, and acoustic sources such as the ocean micro-
barom and building ventilation systems are discussed. Electromagnetic noise originating
from the balloon, flight system, and other payloads is shown to be a pervasive issue.
An experiment investigating acoustic sensor calibration at low pressures is presented,
and implications for high altitude recording are considered. Outstanding challenges and
opportunities in sound measurement using sensors embedded in the free atmosphere are
outlined. Acoustic signals from field scale explosions designed to emulate volcanic erup-
tions are described, and their generation mechanisms modeled. Wave forms recorded on
sensors suspended from tethered helium balloons are compared with those detected on
ground stations during the experiment. Finally, the Hilbert-Huang transform, a high
time resolution spectral analysis method for nonstationary and nonlinear time series, is
presented.
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To Evelyn:
An inharaya reth ay kahley eleo sh’a.
The sky is not your limit.
iv
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CHAPTER 1.
Infrasound in the stratosphere investigated with balloon-borne acoustic arrays
1.1 Introduction
Acoustic waves in fluids result from variations in mass flux, displacement by a solid
object, and unsteady flow. Because acoustic attenuation is proportional to frequency
squared, most geophysical acoustic monitoring is performed in the infrasound band (less
than 20 Hz, the approximate lower limit of human hearing). The use of low frequency
acoustic waves as a geophysical remote sensing method dates back to the eruption of
Krakatoa volcano in 1883 (Symons, 1888). Since then, detector networks have cap-
tured acoustic signals from phenomena ranging from the solid Earth/atmosphere inter-
face (e. g. earthquakes Arrowsmith et al. (2012)), the ocean/atmosphere interface (the
ocean microbarom, Garce´s et al. (2004)), the troposphere (severe storms, Davies and
Jones (1973)), and the upper atmosphere (the aurora, Wilson et al. (2005)), among oth-
ers. Anthropogenic sound such as that resulting from supersonic aircraft, wind turbines,
industrial exhaust, bridges, dams, chemical explosions, and nuclear blasts have been
recorded as well (Campus and Christie, 2010). A global infrasound sensor network is a
key element of efforts to detect clandestine nuclear blasts to enforce the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (Christie and Campus, 2010).
The vast majority of infrasound studies have utilized sensor networks on the Earth’s
surface. However, such arrays likely capture a small fraction of the true diversity of the
acoustic wave field of the atmosphere. This is because sensors on the ground suffer from
drawbacks such as
• The networks are two dimensional, but acoustic waves propagate in three dimen-
sions
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• The structure of the lower atmosphere drastically reduces detection range
• Topography can scatter and refract sound waves
• Ground vibrations can produce spurious signals
• High levels of hydrodynamic “wind noise”
Acoustic waves that reach the ionosphere produce fluctuations in electron density that can
be monitored using continuous Doppler sounding systems (Barry et al., 1966) and GPS
networks (Cahyadi and Heki, 2015). This method, while avoiding the issues mentioned
above, does have its own limitations. For example, Chum et al. (2012) found significant
amplitude discrepancies (up to a factor of 2) between predicted and actual ionospheric
fluctuations caused by air-coupled Rayleigh waves from the 2012 Tohoku earthquake.
Acoustic waves are strongly attenuated at ionospheric altitudes in general, resulting in
the loss of narrow band signals entirely (Krasnov et al., 2007). It is therefore likely that
only high amplitude, low frequency, relatively broad band infrasound can be recorded by
ionospheric sounding techniques.
A third option is to use free floating sensor platforms on high altitude balloons (Figure
1.1). Such networks occupy a volume, rather than a plane, and thus can capture the full
three dimensional propagation pattern from acoustic sources. Their detection range is
much greater than stations on the ground, and they are far above topography that can
distort acoustic signals. They are decoupled from the ground, eliminating the effect of
vibrations. By drifting with the ambient wind field, hydrodynamic noise is dramatically
reduced.
Despite the potential of these networks, very few studies have attempted to deploy
them. Balloon-mounted microphones were used in attempts to detect Soviet nuclear tests
in the 1950s (Weaver and McAndrew, 1995; Peebles, 1997). While technical details of
the flight system and instrumentation are provided, there is no information on the actual
acoustic data that was recorded. A balloon campaign in the early 1960s determined that
2
Figure 1.1: Infrasound sensor networks exist on the Earth’s surface, and ionospheric
sounding can detect acoustic waves in the upper atmosphere. However, direct infrasound
recordings in the lower atmosphere have not been made in over half a century.
the acoustic wave field in the lower stratosphere originates from tropospheric turbulence,
propeller aircraft, and other unknown sources (Wescott, 1961b,a, 1964; Meecham and
Wescott, 1965). No other acoustic recording efforts above 8 km have been documented
since then. Thus, there have been no direct infrasound measurements in the stratosphere
since the advent of the digital era.
This chapter presents results from three infrasound arrays deployed on high altitude
balloons. The acoustic wave field of the stratosphere is quantified, and several classes of
signals are identified. Potential sources are considered. Non acoustic phenomena arising
from balloon ascent, electronic noise from other payloads, and descent are discussed.
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1.2 Instrumentation, flight system, and trajectory
Acoustic signals were acquired using InfraBSU/InfraNMT infrasound microphones
(Marcillo et al., 2012). These microphones consist of two chambers separated by a di-
aphragm. One chamber has a port open to the environment, and the other has a port
with a mechanical low pass filter attached. Pressure difference between the open cham-
ber and the filtered chamber cause the diaphragm to deflect. Sensors on this diaphragm
produce a voltage in response to the deflection.
The mechanical low pass filter consists of a backing volume connected to the environ-
ment via a capillary tube. This is the hydrodynamic equivalent of an electrical circuit
consisting of a resistor and a capacitor in series. In this analogy, the capillary tube acts
as the resistor and the backing volume is the capacitor. Pressure is equivalent to voltage
and fluid flow through the capillary tube is equivalent to current, resulting in a single pole
low pass filter between the environment and one port of the transducer. Since the trans-
ducer only produces a signal when there is a pressure difference across the diaphragm, the
end result is a high pass filter that is sensitive to transient fluctuations (i.e. infrasound)
but does not detect broader pressure changes due to barometric or thermal forcing. The
corner periods of each sensor on the balloon flights were measured in the laboratory (see
Table 1.1). However, since acoustic capacitance is inversely proportional to pressure,
these periods increase dramatically as the balloon rises. Therefore, the sensor corners in
the stratosphere are much greater than those measured at the surface. See Chapter 2 for
more details.
Two of the three stratospheric arrays described here were launched as part of the
High Altitude Student Platform (HASP) (Guzik et al., 2008), one in 2014 and the other
in 2015. The flight system consisted of a Winzen 335000 m3 zero pressure balloon, a
parachute, and an instrumented gondola. In 2014, three infrasound microphones were
placed along the “flight ladder” connecting the gondola to the parachute beneath the
balloon. Each microphone was spaced 6.5 m apart, creating a vertically oriented linear
4
Flight Microphone Period Period Period Period Period
(Measured) (10 km) (20 km) (30 km) (40 km)
s s s s s
HASP 2014 TOP 250 ± 48 780 3600 17000 78000
HASP 2014 MID 85 ± 32 270 1200 5900 27000
HASP 2014 BOT 240 ± 22 750 3500 17000 75000
HASP 2015 FL1 23 ± 0.38 72 330 1600 7200
HASP 2015 FL2 15 ± 0.87 47 220 1000 4700
HASP 2015 FL3 14 ± 0.098 44 200 980 4400
HASP 2015 FL4 16 ± 0.69 50 230 1100 5000
HASP 2015 FL5 0.17 ± 0.031 0.53 2.5 12 53
HASP 2015 GOND 13 ± 0.47 41 190 910 4100
UNC BALLOON M1 0 0 0 0 0
UNC BALLOON M2 14 ± 0.098 44 200 980 4400
UNC BALLOON M3 0.17 ± 0.031 0.53 2.5 12 53
Table 1.1: Corner periods of infrasound microphones used in this study with extrapolated
values at higher elevations. Predicted periods were calculated via methods described in
Mutschlecner and Whitaker (1997) using values from the U. S. Standard Atmosphere
(NOAA, 1976).
array. In 2015, six infrasound microphones were used, five on the flight ladder and one
on the gondola (Figure 1.2). The microphones on the ladder were located 2.8 m apart,
with the gondola microphone 7.7 m below the lowest ladder microphone. Microphone
outputs were digitized using Omnirecs DataCube3 loggers at a sample rate of 400 Hz.
Several ground stations in the HASP 2014 flight path were utilized as well. The
balloon came within 15 kilometer horizontal distance of station ANMO on Kirtland Air
Force Base south of Albuquerque, New Mexico. It came within 100 kilometers of USArray
stations Y22D in Socorro, New Mexico and W18A near Flagstaff, Arizona.
The HASP 2015 came within one kilometer of ANMO. In addition, a 3-element acous-
tic array (designated SNAK) was deployed at the HASP launch site during the 2015
campaign. Another 3 element array (designated BETH) was deployed in the Rio Grande
Valley about 235 kilometers west of the launch site. This was in the vicinity of the ex-
pected flight path of the balloon. When the HASP 2015 failed to travel west after launch,
this array was removed and redeployed 4 kilometers north of the launch site and about
11 kilometers west of a series of wind turbines. The array was renamed CATL.
The HASP 2014 was launched at 13:25 UTC (7:25 local time) on August 9, 2014 from
Ft. Sumner, New Mexico, USA. The balloon went northeast during the ascent, but turned
5
Figure 1.2: Infrasound microphone network on the HASP 2014 and 2015 flights.
west after crossing the tropopause. Float was attained at 15:37 UTC, after which time the
balloon remained at approximately 37,500 m above sea level for 5.7 hours. Termination
occurred at 21:17 UTC, and impact took place northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona at 22:03
UTC. The distance from launch to impact was 630 km. See Figure 1.4 for a map of the
trajectory and ground stations used during the HASP 2015 flight.
The HASP 2015 was launched at 13:47 UTC (7:47 local time) on September 7, 2015
from Ft. Sumner, New Mexico, USA. Float was attained at 16:34 UTC, and the balloon
sustained an average elevation of 35,500 m for the next 23 hours. The difference between
day and night elevations was approximately 4000 m. The flight was terminated at 15:35
UTC on December 8, 2015, and impact occurred at 16.19 UTC. The distance from launch
to impact was 160 km. See Figure 1.5 for a map of the trajectory and ground stations
during the HASP 2015 flight.
A sounding-style balloon was launched from Chapel Hill, North Carolina to investigate
infrasound recordings on a continuously ascending platform. The payload included three
infrasound microphones: one with a high corner period, one with an extremely low
corner period, and one with no mechanical filter (see Table 1.1). Data were digitized
on an Omnirecs DataCube3 logger at a sample rate of 400 Hz. The launch occurred
6
Figure 1.3: The HASP 2014 infrasound microphone array on the flight ladder (left) and
the HASP 2015 balloon approaching neutral buoyancy in the stratosphere (right).
on November 25, 2015 at 12:35 UTC (7:35 local time) and the flight system reached a
maximum elevation of 28,500 m at 13:49 UTC. The sounding balloon burst, and the
sensor package parachuted back to Earth. It landed at 14:24 UTC, having traveled a
straight line distance of 49 km.
1.3 Data overview
1.3.1 Wave forms
Signals recorded on free flying sensor arrays were different from those recorded on the
same arrays on the ground during pre-integration tests, during thermal vacuum tests, and
during the pre-flight hang test. This is to be expected, since the acoustic environment in
the stratosphere is different than that at the ground surface or within a thermal/vacuum
chamber.
Figure 1.6 shows the wave forms from each flight plotted relative to the time of
7
Figure 1.4: Map of the HASP 2014 flight path and ground stations.
launch. The high amplitude signals present at the very beginning of the trace are from
hydrodynamic “wind noise” as the balloon ascends. The signal decreases as atmospheric
density drops because of Bernoulli’s principle
p =
1
2
ρu2 (1.1)
where p is pressure, ρ is fluid density, and u is fluid velocity. Pressure fluctuations are
also very sensitive to wind velocity u and thus the amount of turbulence present in the
region through which the balloon is passing. The turbulent wake of the balloon itself
also contributes to a fluctuating fluid velocity field (Barat et al., 1984), which in turn
couples to the microphones. Variations in wind shear and turbules with length scales
greater than the size of the balloon envelope result in swinging and spinning of the entire
flight system, generating more hydrodynamic noise as air rushes past the sensor. This
tends to be a greater issue on smaller flight systems (the sounding balloon) as opposed
to larger ones (the HASP). Since turbulence and wind shear tend to be the most severe
8
Figure 1.5: Map of the HASP 2014 flight path and ground stations.
in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, hydrodynamic noise drops dramatically at
approximately 20 km above sea level.
High amplitude signals occur at the end of the flight, when the sensor array is
parachuting back to Earth. Since the terminal velocity of an object falling through a
fluid varies as the square root of fluid density, wind noise tends to be high both in the
stratosphere and closer to the surface during the descent.
Signals acquired during the HASP 2014 flight tended to be highest amplitude on TOP,
followed by MID and then BOT (see Figure 1.7). Far field acoustic waves impinging on
the array will not show such amplitude variations, and thus the discrepancies must be
either due to environmental effects on the transducer, electromagnetic noise coupling into
the cabling, or interference suffered by the digitizer.
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Figure 1.6: Signals recorded during each of the three balloon flights. Sensors M2 (sound-
ing balloon), MID (HASP 2014) and FL1 (HASP 2015) were plotted. A 10 second to 20
Hz band pass filter was applied, and wave forms were clipped at ±10 Pa.
A series of ground tests after the flight revealed that extreme heat (> 70 Celsius) will
cause mechanical filters to temporarily fail, producing a dramatic decrease in amplitude
response. The effect can be reversed by mechanical shock (for example, if the filter
is unplugged and plugged back in) or by time. Temperatures up to 84 Celsius were
in fact recorded on black surfaces exposed to sunlight during the HASP 2014 flight.
Since sensor enclosures on the HASP 2014 were poorly insulated, it is possible that the
microphones also experienced temperatures in this range. The differences in amplitude
response between the three microphones could be a result of variable sun exposure based
on position on the flight ladder.
Another noise source is electromagnetic fluctuations coupling into signal cables. The
60 Hz AC electrical fluctuation was clearly seen on ground tests prior to flight as well
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Figure 1.7: A 10 second sample of signals recorded on the HASP 2014 compared to
ground station ANMO. The time series starts at 15:46:29 UTC on August 9, 2014, when
the balloon is at an elevation of 38,100 m. Data has been decimated from 400 to 100 Hz,
then a 10 second to 20 Hz band pass filter was applied. Red scale bars indicate 0.025 Pa.
in the thermal vacuum chamber, indicating that the signal cables do act as antennae
despite being shielded. The signal amplitudes may then scale with cable length, which
would explain why TOP has the greatest magnitude and BOT the least. This is because
the cable running from TOP to the digitizer was longest, since it was highest on the
flight ladder. The fluctuations may originate from the electrical field of the stratosphere
or from instrumentation on the gondola. Alternatively, the electronic noise could be
coming from the digitizer itself, either as a result of outside interference or unexpected
operation in the extreme environment of the stratosphere.
Signal quality concerns raised after the HASP 2014 flight were addressed during the
HASP 2015. Thermal insulation on the microphone packages was designed to keep them
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cool during the day. A thermocouple placed on the infrasound microphone in FL3 reached
a maximum temperature of 21 Celsius, indicating that the thermal control was successful.
Two independent digitizers were used, one for FL1, FL3, and FL5, the other for FL2,
FL4, and GOND. The sensor array was arranged in this way to distinguish between noise
effects due to position on the flight ladder and differences in cabling and/or digitizers
(see Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.8: A 10 second sample of signals recorded on the HASP 2015 compared to one
of the elements of station SNAK. The time series starts at 18:25:00 UTC on September
7, 2015, when the balloon is at an elevation of 37,200 m. Data has been decimated from
400 to 100 Hz, then a 10 second to 20 Hz band pass filter was applied. Red scale bars
indicate 0.025 Pa.
Amplitude discrepancies between microphones were observed on the HASP 2015 as
well (see Figure 1.8). FL1, FL3, and FL5 had much lower amplitudes than FL2 and FL4;
GOND was intermediate between the two groups. Many of the wave forms recorded
on FL2 and FL4 are 180 degrees out of phase with each other, although large pressure
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fluctuations such as that occurring at launch are in phase. The amplitude variations
and phase difference between FL2 and FL4 indicate that signals originating from sources
other than pressure fluctuations are present on the HASP 2015. Since FL2, FL4, and
GOND are on the same digitizer, it appears that the cabling/logger system rather than
position on the flight ladder controls the noise level. The lower amplitude on GOND
compared to FL2 and FL4 indicates that cable length also plays a role, since the GOND
signal wire was much shorter than that of the others. The polarity reversal between FL2
and FL4 suggests that at least some of the issue resides in the digitizer itself, since the
two microphones were wired identically.
Figure 1.9: A 3500 second sample of long period signals recorded on the HASP 2015
compared to one of the elements of station SNAK. The time series starts at 18:01:40
UTC on September 7, 2015, when the balloon is at an elevation of 37,300 ± 100 m. Data
has been decimated from 400 to 100 Hz, then a 200 second to 10 second band pass filter
was applied. Red scale bars indicate 0.025 Pa.
Longer period signals recorded on the HASP 2015 array indicate that FL1, FL2,
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FL3, FL5, and GOND correspond with one another (Figure 1.8). Noise masks these
long period pressure fluctuations on FL2 and FL4. Since this noise appears generally 180
degrees out of phase, it is tempting to simply average the two time series together. Doing
this reveals the long period pressure fluctuations observed on the other sensors, but still
with higher background noise. These long period fluctuations are well below the corner
frequency of station FL5, explaining the lower amplitudes recorded on that sensor.
Wave forms on the stratospheric portion of the sounding balloon flight have longer
periods than those on the HASP (see Figure 1.10). Amplitude and wave form discrepan-
cies between the three microphones appear to be solely due to the different corner periods
of the mechanical filters used, rather than proximity to noise sources. Microphone M1
had no filter at all, and thus recorded a combination of the background noise level of the
sensor and very small scale pressure fluctuations. Such fluctuations have wavelengths on
the order of several centimeters (the distance between the two microphone port outlets),
and are hydrodynamic, rather than acoustic, in nature. Microphone M2 had a longer
corner period than M3, and recorded higher amplitude, longer period signals. The time
shift between M2 and M3 probably represents the advection of a pressure fluctuation
across the row of sensor ports (Figure 1.10.
Results from these three flights suggest that interference from sources other than
pressure fluctuations is a problem on the HASP. Design improvements during the HASP
2015 did not resolve the problem, but they did isolate it to the digitizer/cable system. It
is therefore challenging to analyze these data with time domain methods. Robust char-
acterization of the true amplitude of acoustic signals in the stratosphere awaits improved
noise mitigation strategies.
1.3.2 Spectra
Power spectra of signals recorded on the HASP varied during the flights, but did
not resemble those of ground arrays near the balloons’ flight path. Figure 1.11 shows
power spectra plotted every two hours during the HASP 2014. Despite the variability
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Figure 1.10: A 10 second sample of samples recorded on a continuously ascending sound-
ing balloon. The time series starts at 13:48:39 UTC on November 25, 2015, when the
balloon is at an elevation of 28,200 m. Data has been decimated from 400 to 100 Hz,
then a 200 second to 10 second band pass filter was applied. Red scale bars indicate 0.01
Pa.
in amplitudes described in the previous section, it appears that spectral power below
10 seconds is lower on the balloon than on ground station ANMO for at least the final
four hours of flight. The general shape of ANMO’s power spectrum did not change over
the six hour time period, though its power did increase later in the day. In contrast, the
HASP microphone’s spectrum varied considerably over each two hour period. Spikes (i.e.
narrow band signals) are present throughout the HASP 2014 flight, particularly above
10 Hz.
Panel A of Figure 1.12 shows that the power spectrum of the neutral buoyancy portion
of the HASP 2014 flight had a generally smaller range than nearby ground stations. The
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Figure 1.11: Power spectra for two hour segments of the HASP 2014 calculated with the
multi taper method (Lees and Park, 1995). A Gaussian smoothing filter was applied. All
plots are on the same scale.
narrow spectral peaks described earlier are clearly present, as is elevated power in the
ocean microbarom frequency range. The peak in the microbarom range is accentuated
when the total power is low, and attenuated when the total power is high (see Panel
B). The spectra during ascent through the troposphere resembled that of nearby ground
stations, though at higher power. Once the array crossed into the stratosphere, the
spectra begins to resemble that recorded during float (see Panel C). Panel D of Figure
1.12 demonstrates that spectra at the HASP landing site is similar to that of spectra
on nearby ground stations. Furthermore, it suggests that the surviving microphones
continued to operate correctly after being subjected to stratospheric conditions.
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Figure 1.12: Power spectra for specific time periods during the HASP 2014 flight. A:
Pressure variations during float (top) compared with ground stations during the same
time period (bottom). B: A period of low amplitude signals during float (top, 15:38 to
16:15 UTC) compared with a period of high amplitude signals (bottom, 16:15 to 16:52
UTC) compared with ground station ANMO during the same time periods. C: Pressure
variations during the ascent through the troposphere (top) and the latter portion of ascent
through the stratosphere (bottom) compared with ground station ANMO during the
same time periods. D: Spectrum of surviving HASP microphones one to two hours after
landing (top) compared with ground stations on the same time interval (bottom). The
teal box indicates the frequency range of the ocean microbarom (Campus and Christie,
2010). Spectra were calculated using the multi taper method with a Gaussian smoothing
filter. Figure is from Bowman and Lees (2015a).
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The greater duration of the HASP 2015 flight provided an opportunity to further
examine spectral variation over time (Figure 1.13). The elevated amplitudes of noisy
stations FL2 and FL4 are evident here as well, where they remain at relatively constant
power throughout the flight. The spectrum of the two stations averaged together (green
line on Figure 1.13) remains elevated, indicating that averaging has reduced but not
eliminated the noise on the two channels. The spectrum of the averaged time series
preserves some peaks on FL2 and FL4, but eliminates others entirely (see plots for 11:35-
13:35 UTC on September 8). The eliminated peaks are thus from non acoustic sources,
whereas preserved peaks may be from oscillatory pressure fluctuations such as acoustic
or gravity waves. Alternatively, the remaining peaks could be from noise sources whose
polarity remained consistent between the two stations. Of all the HASP 2015 stations,
FL1 consistently has the lowest power. FL3 and FL5 have slightly higher power. Spectral
trends in GOND tend to follow FL2 and FL4, indicating that it too is being affected by
the same noise source. Since GOND has the same digitizer and cabling as FL2 and FL4,
the noise source appears isolated to a specific digitizer and/or cable.
Less noisy stations (FL1, FL3, and FL5, and to a lesser extent GOND) have lower
spectral power than ground station ANMO below 1 Hz until about 7:35 UTC (1:35 local
time). For the remainder of the flight, the HASP 2015 stations have lower power below
10 seconds. Spectra are negatively sloped for the first 6 hours of flight, after which
the spectra of the less noisy stations flattens out for 4 hours before resuming a sloped
trend. This four hour period corresponds to local mid afternoon, during which time
thunderstorms were present within several tens of kilometers horizontal distance from
the balloon.
Comparisons between individual phases of both the HASP 2014 and HASP 2015
flights are presented in Figure 1.14. Panel A shows power spectra from the first 5 hours
of neutral buoyancy for both flights. Balloon stations have similar broad spectral shapes
in both years, as do ground stations (ANMO for the HASP 2014 and an element of
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station SNAK for the HASP 2015). Panel B shows the spectral difference between the
HASP 2015 during the day and during the night. The most dramatic change is the drop
in power for ground station SNAK, probably due to decreased winds at night. However,
spectral power on the balloon stations remains similar between both time periods. A
peak in the ocean microbarom range appears during the night on FL1 and FL3, but this
is likely due to electronic noise (see Section 1.4.1).
Panel C shows that low noise stations on the HASP 2015 are generally lower power
than station BOT on the HASP 2014. The top plot displays times during both flights
that had relatively low amplitude signals. Shapes of spectra on both HASP flights are
similar, except for station TOP. Periods of high amplitude signals (Panel C, bottom plot)
had similar spectra across both flights as well.
Spectra during the first 20 km of the ascent shows an inflection point at about 10
seconds on both flights. Lower power on FL5 versus FL1 and FL3 below 10 seconds may
be due to the lower corner period on that microphone (see Table 1.1). Indeed, the lower
power in the low frequency range on the HASP 2015 stations versus the HASP 2014
stations is probably because they had significantly smaller corner periods. Power spectra
of ANMO and SNAK have remarkably similar ranges despite being two different sensors
separated by over a year’s time.
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Figure 1.13: Power spectra for two hour segments of the HASP 2015 calculated with the
multi taper method. A Gaussian smoothing filter was applied. All plots are on the same
scale.
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Figure 1.14: Power spectra for events during the HASP 2014 and 2015 flights calculated
with the multi taper method. A moving average smoothing filter was applied. Panel A
is the first 5 hours of float for both years. Panel B is 4 hours of daylight (1 to 5 PM
local time) and 4 hours of night (7 to 23 PM local time) during HASP 2015. Panel C is
periods of relatively high amplitudes and periods of relatively low amplitudes. Both time
series are 37 minutes long. Panel D is the first 20 km of the ascent. The teal box shows
the spectral range of the ocean microbarom. Figure is from Bowman and Lees (2016).
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1.3.3 Spectrograms
A log scale Fourier spectrogram of sensor MID on the HASP 2014 flight shows a
series of narrow band signals with periods of high intensity, broad band activity (see
Figure 1.15). Several spectral lines are present before launch (< 13:25 UTC); these likely
originate from the launch vehicle’s engine. They increase in frequency over time, perhaps
because of varying engine load on the vehicle. High amplitude, broad band spectral
activity continues from launch until about an hour later. This represents hydrodynamic
wind noise on the ascending microphone. After about 20 km altitude, the broad band
noise decreases and a series of narrow band spectral lines emerge (see Section 1.4.6).
Some of these lines do not vary appreciably in frequency (see signal at about 17 Hz)
while others change over time (see signals at about 13 Hz). Overtones are also present
on some of the lines (see 8 Hz and 16 Hz bands between 17:30 and 18:30 UTC). These
remain the dominant signals until about 16:30 UTC, after which time the first of a
series of high amplitude, broad band episodes occurs (see Section 1.4.5). These episodes
typically last a half hour or less, and there seems to be more of them as the afternoon
progresses. Termination occurs at 21:17 UTC, after which time the sensor briefly clips
until regaining dynamic range several minutes later. The descent consists of uniformly
high amplitude, broadband wind noise. The sensor was destroyed on impact, and thus
the next hour is very low amplitude electronic noise on the open digitizer channel.
Figure 1.16 shows spectrograms from the HASP 2014 and those from nearby ground
stations scaled to the same power amplitude. Station TOP was clipped through most
of the ascent, and showed high levels of broadband activity during the stratospheric
portion of the flight. It remained operational on the ground after impact. Station MID
did not clip during the ascent, revealing that narrow band signals were present once wind
noise fell to low enough levels. MID was destroyed on impact, and thus the post-landing
activity is probably a combination of open channel digitizer noise and perhaps cross
talk from the other microphones as mentioned above. Levels of broad band signal were
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lowest on BOT, and as a result narrow band signals are clearest on this station. Ground
stations ANMO and Y22D are located near buildings whose ventilation systems account
for spectral lines between 15 and 20 Hz (ANMO) and 10 and 15 Hz (Y22D). W18A is
far from structures and thus does not experience pressure fluctuations from ventilation
systems.
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Figure 1.15: A Fourier spectrogram covering the entire flight of the HASP 2014 as
recorded on station MID. Spectrogram was calculated using a window length of 15 sec-
onds and an overlap of 11.25 seconds. The top panel shows a normalized spectrogram,
and the bottom shows a global spectrogram in which colors range from a power of 3.16
to 10000 on a logarithmic scale. A median filter was applied to remove high amplitude
“spikes” prior to calculating the spectrogram.
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Figure 1.16: Signals from 0 to 20 Hz recorded on the HASP 2014 sensors and nearby
ground stations. The Fourier spectrogram was calculated using a window length of 15
seconds and an overlap of 11.25 seconds. Colors range from a power of 0.1 to 10000 on a
logarithmic scale. Black regions indicate when either the sensor was clipped or destroyed.
Figure is modified from Bowman and Lees (2015a).
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Like the HASP 2014, the HASP 2015 sensors detected narrow band, frequency vary-
ing signals throughout the flight (see Figure 1.17). As before, the narrow band signals
emerged even before the balloon had reached neutral buoyancy. In 2015, however, the
highest amplitude signals do not reach frequencies above 15 Hz. A period of elevated
broad band activity between 21:00 UTC on September 7 and 00:00 UTC on September 8
occurs when thunderstorms were observed at the launch site, 50 km south of the balloon
at that time. Between 01:00 and 05:00 UTC (7:00 PM to 11:00 PM local time), signal
amplitudes drop dramatically. Intense broad and narrow band activity resumes after 11
PM local time.
The fact that electronic noise on stations FL2 and FL4 was 180 degrees out of phase
motivated an attempt to recover pressure fluctuation signals by averaging the two time
series together (recall Figure 1.9). Figure 1.18 shows a spectrogram of this averaged time
series compared with station FL1 and an element of ground station SNAK. Despite the
averaging, FL2 and FL4 still have higher noise levels than FL1. However, conspicuous
frequency invariant lines that appear on FL1 after 05:00 UTC on August 8 are completely
gone on the FL2/FL4 average. This indicates that such lines are from electronic noise.
In contrast, many more frequency-varying narrow band signals emerge on the FL2/FL4
combination than on FL1, indicating that the averaging boosted the signal. Averaging
the two stations together also dramatically reduced wind noise. This reveals that that the
frequency varying signals emerge before the onset of the high amplitude broadband noise
that characterizes FL2 and FL4. The combination of signal enhancement after averaging
with emergence before the onset of high amplitude noise indicates that the remaining
narrow band signals may indeed be acoustic (see Section 1.4.6). Like the HASP 2014,
however, none of these lines appear on ground stations near the balloon’s flight path.
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Figure 1.17: A Fourier spectrogram covering the entire flight of the HASP 2015 as
recorded on station FL1. Spectrogram was calculated using a window length of 15 sec-
onds and an overlap of 11.25 seconds. The top panel shows a normalized spectrogram,
and the bottom shows a global spectrogram in which colors range from a power of 3.16
to 10000 on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1.18: A Fourier spectrogram of the HASP 2015 station FL1 (top), the average
of HASP 2015 stations FL2 and FL4 (middle), and an element of ground station SNAK
(bottom). Spectrogram was calculated with a window length of 15 seconds and an overlap
of 11.25 seconds. Colors range from a power of 3.16 to 10000 on a logarithmic scale. Black
regions indicate when either the sensor was clipped or the station was decommissioned.
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Despite reaching over 28 km in elevation, the sounding balloon did not record narrow
band signals similar to those seen on the HASP flights. Figure 1.19 shows a spectrogram
in the infrasound range from the pre launch, ascent, descent, and post impact phases of
the flight. Before launch at 12:35 UTC, the microphones pick up intermittent narrow
band signals probably from ventilation systems in nearby houses. Hydrodynamic noise
dominates the spectrogram until the balloon reaches 22 km, at which point narrow band
signals like those seen on HASP should be visible. However, they are not apparent. Wind
noise is pervasive through the descent as well. After landing in a small patch of forest, the
microphones appear to record nothing but wind noise in the infrasound range. They did
record Doppler signatures of aircraft approaching Raleigh-Durham International Airport
after impact. These signals appeared between 50 and 150 Hz, well above the infrasound
band. They were not observed during flight, despite an aircraft being audible on two on
board video cameras for a brief period during the ascent.
The only infrasound measurements in the stratosphere prior to the ones described
here was performed by Wescott (1964). That study consisted of tens of balloon flights
reaching altitudes up to 22 km. Figure 1.20 shows a spectrogram in Wescott (1964)
compared with examples from the HASP flights. All three spectrograms in the figure
use the same frequency scale, and as a result the narrow band signals seen on the HASP
appear near the bottom of the plots. Similar narrow band signals appear on Wescott’s
spectrogram. A particularly distinct signal appears just after hour 1.5. Higher frequency,
gliding spectral lines are Doppler signatures of propeller aircraft.
Wescott’s balloons reached elevations at which the narrow band signals start to be
recorded on the HASP flights. The signals are intermittent and appear to fluctuate in
frequency content as well. Fifty year’s worth of different instrumentation, flight system,
and data processing capabilities between Wescott (1964) and the HASP project indicate
that a common electronic interference mechanism between the two is unlikely (see Section
1.4.6). Thus, at least some of the narrow band signals on the HASP and Wescott are
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probably acoustic.
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Figure 1.19: A Fourier spectrogram covering the flight of the sounding balloon as recorded
on station M2. Spectrogram was calculated with a window length of 15 seconds and an
overlap of 11.25 seconds. The top panel shows a normalized spectrogram, and the bottom
shows a global spectrogram in which colors range from a power of 3.16 to 10000 on a
logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1.20: Fourier spectrograms calculated from signals on station FL1 on the HASP
2015 and MID on the HASP 2014 compared to one in Wescott (1964). The HASP
spectrograms were calculated with a 2 second window and no overlap per the description
in Wescott (1964). Colors range from a power of 3.16 to 10000 on a logarithmic scale for
the two HASP spectrograms; Wescott’s amplitude scaling is unknown.
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1.4 Signals recorded during flight
1.4.1 Ocean microbarom
Surface waves in the open ocean can interact nonlinearly to produce low frequency
acoustic signals that travel tens of thousands of kilometers. These signals, called the
“ocean microbarom”, have frequencies between 0.13 and 0.35 Hz (Campus and Christie,
2010). The presence of the ocean microbarom on an acoustic array is strong evidence
that it is experiencing low wind noise and that all microphones are operating correctly
(Garce´s et al., 2004). A fortuitous combination of strong microbarom activity and very
low ground winds during a ground test of the HASP 2015 array on July 30, 2015 led to
recovery of the wave forms displayed in Figure 1.21.
Figure 1.21: The ocean microbarom recorded during an overnight test of the HASP 2015
array in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. The time series starts at 2:43:40 UTC on July 30,
2015. Signals were filtered between 10 and 2 seconds. Scale bar denotes 0.05 Pa.
Intermittent spectral peaks in the microbarom range are apparent on both the HASP
2014 and HASP 2015 flights, but not on ground stations in the balloon’s flight path
(recall Figures 1.11 and 1.13). The peaks are recovered most clearly when the spectra
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of three stations are averaged together, which boosts the signal and reduces the noise.
Figure 1.22 shows results from the HASP 2014 (15:30 to 20:30 UTC on August 9, 2014),
the HASP 2015 (1:00 to 6:00 UTC on September 8), and ground station SNAK during
the same time period. The spectra are compared to the known microbarom recording
that took place on the HASP 2015 array during a test on July 30, 2015.
The HASP 2015 sensor array captures a strong microbarom peak during the ground
test on July 30. The standard deviation of the spectrum decreases in the vicinity of
the peak, further indicating that all three microphones were detecting a common signal.
The sensor array at station CATL during the HASP 2015 flight has very low standard
deviation throughout the spectrum as well, but does not have a microbarom peak.
The standard deviation of the HASP 2014 combined spectrum is very large because of
dramatic amplitude responses between the sensors. However, a peak in the microbarom
range does appear during the HASP 2014. This peak is also reflected in the standard
deviation traces, indicating that it is common to all three microphones. This is in contrast
to the peak in the microbarom range on the HASP 2015 stations FL1, FL2, and FL3.
In this case, the standard deviation increases; the complete opposite of the behavior
of the same array during a known microbarom recording. Furthermore, the peak is
much stronger on the HASP 2015 stations FL2, FL4, and GOND, which were known
to be contaminated with non-acoustic signals throughout the flight. The peak is almost
certainly not from the ocean microbarom, but rather from a local noise field that differs
from microphone to microphone.
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Figure 1.22: Spectra recorded over 5 hours on the HASP 2014, the HASP 2015, ground
station SNAK near the HASP 2015 launch site, and the HASP 2015 ground test that
recorded a strong microbarom peak. Three sensors were averaged together to form each
trace. Standard deviations are plotted on either side of the main trace. The multi taper
method with a Gaussian smoothing window was used to generate the spectra. Dashed
red lines indicate the microbarom frequency range per Campus and Christie (2010).
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The spectral analysis described above does not contain information on the temporal
variability of peaks in the microbarom range. Thus, a method to test for the presence
of the microbarom peak and quantify its relative strength was developed. A spectrum
was calculated over the 0.05 to 1.5 Hz range for a series of ten minute windows. Next,
the trend of the spectral line was removed by fitting a second order polynomial model
using least squares regression (see Figure 1.23, top panel). Data in the microbarom range
(here defined as 0.1 to 0.5 Hz) were not considered when constructing the model. After
detrending, the mean of the log power in the microbarom range was compared with the
mean of the log power outside of the microbarom range via the nonparametric Mann
Whitney test. If the mean in the microbarom range was greater than that outside of the
microbarom range at a confidence level of 0.95, the presence of a peak was indicated. The
magnitude of the peak in log units was calculated by integrating under the detrended
spectrum in the microbarom range (see Figure 1.23, bottom panel).
The known microbarom detections during the HASP 2015 ground array test on July
30, 2015 validated the method described above. The top plot in Figure 1.24 shows that a
strong peak in the microbarom range was consistently detected on all three sensors until
about 11:00 UTC. After that time, detections became intermittent and the integrated
log power of each was reduced. This corresponds to an observed rise in wind noise
concurrent with local morning. Like the 2015 HASP ground test, the HASP 2014 shows
a series of consistent detections of a peak in the microbarom range when the amplitudes
of background signals are lowest. Detections of a peak in the microbarom range occurred
on all three sensors between 15:30 and 16:30 as well as sporadically thereafter. Figure
1.24 thus supports the conclusion that the HASP 2014 detected the microbarom.
A peak in the microbarom range was detected throughout the HASP 2015 flight, but
both the detections and amplitudes of the peak did not seem to correspond with changes
in background noise. This pattern suggests that the peak is robust and tends to dominate
the 0.05 to 1.5 Hz frequency range, rather than being faint and easily obscured. The
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peak’s integrated power varies dramatically between sensors (see Figure 1.24), indicating
that it may be a local noise effect rather than acoustic signals from the far field.
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Figure 1.23: Detection of the microbarom peak was accomplished by fitting a trend line to
the spectrum (top), then determining if the mean of the detrended peak was significantly
higher than that of the surrounding spectrum (bottom). The area under the curve of the
detrended peak was used to estimate its magnitude. This example shows ten minutes of
data during strong microbarom activity recorded on July 30, 2015 during a ground test
of the HASP 2015 array.
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Figure 1.24: Variations in the detection of spectral peaks in the microbarom range as
well as their integrated log power amplitude above the local trend of the spectrum. A
ten minute window with a nine minute overlap was used. Confidence levels of 0.95 or
above were considered detections; values below this were not plotted.
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1.4.2 Very low frequency pressure oscillations
Since the infrasound microphones’ corner periods were very long in the stratosphere,
(100s to 1000s of seconds), they were able to detect very low frequency pressure oscil-
lations. These long period signals may originate from balloon motion, gravity waves,
or trapped acoustic waves. Gravity waves are internal buoyancy waves that propagate
through stratified fluids. The waves cannot exist above the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency N .
N is the frequency of oscillation of a parcel of air displaced vertically in an adiabatic
atmosphere. It is defined as
N2 =
g
θ
dθ
dz
(1.2)
where g is the acceleration of gravity, z is height, and θ is potential temperature. Potential
temperature is the temperature at which a parcel of fluid would be if it were brought
adiabatically from a reference pressure p0 to a given pressure p (Gossard and Hooke,
1975).
Another significant feature of long period spectra is the acoustic cut off frequency NA.
This represents the lowest frequency an untrapped acoustic wave can have in Earth’s
atmosphere. Per Gossard and Hooke (1975), the frequency is defined as
N2A =
g2
4c2
γ2 ' 0.50g
2
c2
(1.3)
where c is the speed of sound and γ is the adiabatic index. Gossard and Hooke (1975)
note that the definition of NA can vary between literature sources, but that the differences
are very small.
Figure 1.25 shows a long period spectrum of the HASP 2015 flight compared with
ground station ANMO. The spectra of pressure fluctuations recorded at stations FL1,
FL3, FL5, and GOND have a slope change at the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency. This likely re-
flects the presence of gravity wave energy below the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency, and acoustic
wave energy above it. The region between the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency and the acoustic
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Figure 1.25: A spectrum of very long period pressure oscillations during the HASP 2015
flight. The solid black line is the average of the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency between 30 and
40 km. The dashed black line is the maximum acoustic cut off frequency between the
surface and 40 km. The spectrum was calculated using the multi taper method with a
Gaussian smoothing filter.
cut off frequency is very narrow, and there is no discernible deviation in the spectrum
in that band. Since the acoustic cut off frequency only applies to vertically propagating
waves, it could be that trapped waves fill the gap. Alternatively, the resolution of the
spectrum could be too low to detect a dip even if it were present.
An increase in spectral power just before the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency is seen on four
flying stations (FL1, FL3, FL5, and GOND), but not on two other stations (FL2 and
FL4) or on the ground. This peak represents the free oscillation frequency of the balloon
(Anderson and Taback, 1991). When a zero pressure balloon such as the one used on the
HASP flights completes its ascent, its inertia causes it to overshoot (Morris, 1975). The
resulting oscillations about its neutral buoyancy elevation occurred for about an hour
on the HASP 2015, for example. Any further disturbance of the balloon (ballast drops,
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gravity waves, or wind gusts) will re-excite it and cause further oscillations.
Of the four stations that observe this peak, FL1, FL3, and GOND have very similar
responses. The other station (FL5) has much lower power. This is because the corner
period of FL5 is much smaller than the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency (approximately 50 sec-
onds versus 278 seconds). The two flying stations that do not show this peak are those
that are contaminated with electronic noise.
Figure 1.26 shows the first hour of oscillations after the HASP 2015 reached neutral
buoyancy. The period of these waves is 315 seconds with a standard deviation of 21
seconds. This is remarkably close to the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency of 278 seconds, and
thus accounts for the prominent spectral peak shown on Figure 1.25 as mentioned above.
Another series of high amplitude, very low frequency pressure oscillations took place
between 01:00 and 02:30 UTC on September 8, 2015 (Figure 1.27). These fluctuations
occurred as a result of a series of ballast drops intended to keep the balloon afloat
during the night. A characteristic feature of such unforced balloon oscillations is that
the pressure and elevation traces are 180 degrees out of phase. This is because the balloon
is oscillating in a negative pressure gradient.
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Figure 1.26: Elevation and pressure recordings of free oscillations of the HASP 2015 just
after attaining neutral buoyancy. Peak to peak elevation range is 360 m and pressure
range is 52 Pa.
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Figure 1.27: A set of very low frequency pressure fluctuations observed on the HASP 2015
during a series of ballast drops. Scale bar indicates 10 m for elevation, 10 Pa otherwise.
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1.4.3 Building ventilation systems
A common 17 Hz peak was observed on the HASP 2014 network and the ground
station ANMO. The peak persisted for the duration of the flight, but was not present on
other ground stations near the trajectory of the balloon. Figure 1.28 compares spectra of
the HASP 2014 during its closest approach to ANMO (about 13 km horizontal distance),
just before termination in north central Arizona, and finally the HASP 2015 during
its closest approach to ANMO (about 1 km horizontal distance). The 17 Hz peak is
distinct on both ANMO and station MID on the HASP 2014, but is not apparent on
two other ground stations near the balloon’s flight path (W18A and Y22D). The ANMO
and HASP 2014 peaks appear to have similar spectral powers both when the balloon is
passing almost directly above the ground station as well as just before flight termination
several hundreds of kilometers to the west.
Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory staff indicated that the 17 Hz peak is due to
a building ventilation system located near ANMO. An infrasound station operated by
Sandia National Laboratory less than 2 kilometers away almost never records this signal,
further supporting an origin proximal to ANMO. A single ventilation system that is
incapable of transmitting a signal 2 kilometers laterally is almost certainly not detectable
in the stratosphere from hundreds of kilometers away. However, infrasound observations
in the vicinity of building ventilation systems in Pasadena, California, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and Chapel Hill, North Carolina, all show a spectral peak in the vicinity of 17 Hz.
Thus, the 17 Hz signal recorded on the HASP 2014 is likely from either the sum total of
air ventilation systems at ranges of hundreds of kilometers or from a single, exceptionally
powerful source. Such a source could originate from the cooling system of a power plant,
for example.
There is not a clear 17 Hz peak on station FL1 during the HASP 2015 flight, even
when it was almost directly above ANMO (see bottom plot on Figure 1.28). However,
averaging stations FL2 and FL4 together removes some of the spectral peaks on FL1, and
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enhances others. In particular, a high amplitude peak at approximately 18 Hz emerges
after the averaging. While this is in the frequency range of ventilation systems recorded
on the ground, it is best circumstantial evidence of a detection in the stratosphere due
to pervasive electronic noise on the HASP 2015 during this portion of the flight. The
frequency of the air ventilation system near ANMO is also closer to 18 Hz in 2015, though
this is not likely to affect recordings on the balloon as discussed above.
The detection of a correlated spectral peak between ANMO and the HASP 2014 is
remarkable, particularly because it appears to represent a common phenomenon rather
than a common source. The weak evidence of this peak during the 2015 flight is even
more surprising. This result is perhaps a consequence of the very different atmospheric
structures during the 2014 and 2015 flights. In 2014, strong stratospheric winds out of the
east created an elevated wave guide capable of transmitting this signal great distances.
In 2015, stratospheric winds were much weaker because the biannual stratospheric turn
around had begun. Thus, wind-mediated wave guides would have been sporadic or absent,
decreasing the detection range of the balloon. However, until propagation modeling
studies are conducted, the source of this signal will remain speculative.
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Figure 1.28: A spectrum showing peaks that may be associated with building ventilation
systems. The green arrow denotes the location of a 17 Hz air ventilator signal recorded
at ANMO in 2014. The spectra were generated using 15 second Welch windows from 20
minutes of data.
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1.4.4 Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms occurred in the afternoon during both the HASP 2014 and the HASP
2015. Locations and timing of thunderstorm activity in 2014 is uncertain, though some
are visible on video taken from the HASP gondola. In 2015, a line of thunderstorms with
occasional lighting passed over the launch site at around 4 PM local time (22:00 UTC)
on August 8. Wind noise increased dramatically on station SNAK between 21:30 and
23:00 as the storm passed overhead (see Figure 1.18, bottom panel). The HASP balloon
was visible through breaks in the clouds from the launch site after the storm continued
eastward. The HASP was 52 km to the north at the time.
Wave forms recorded on the HASP 2015 during the thunderstorm had numerous
“spikes”, some with reversed polarity between channels. Electrical interference from
lightning strikes near unshielded microphone cables can produce similar signals (Anderson
et al., 2014). Unfortunately, they make it very difficult to determine if other signals were
present. Applying a median filter reduces the number and amplitude of the spikes, but
did not eliminate the issue (see Figure 1.29).
The amplitudes of spikes on the HASP 2015 were lowest on GOND, perhaps because
the cabling was shortest on that microphone. Thunder on ground arrays is best observed
in the 6-12 Hz band (Anderson et al., 2014). However, no signals were identified in this
band. A 0.5 to 1 Hz rarefaction signal related to charge contraction (see Balachandran
(1983)) was not observed either. This null result could be due to the distance between
the balloon and the line of thunderstorms (several tens of kilometers), masking by the
glitches described above, or both. Alternatively, perhaps thunder and charge contraction
signals are not efficiently radiated into the stratosphere. A follow up study examining
Doppler radar archives during the HASP 2014 and 2015 flights may be able to identify
times when thunderstorms were close to or underneath the balloon, allowing for a more
rigorous analysis.
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Figure 1.29: Signals recorded on the HASP 2015 during thunderstorm activity in the
region. The top three traces show the results of a despiking filter. The traces start at
21:49:10 UTC on September 7, 2015. Scale bar indicates 10 Pa.
1.4.5 High amplitude broad band pulses
Prominent episodes of high amplitude broad band activity were recorded on the HASP
2014, resulting in characteristic “stripes” on spectrograms (see Figure 1.15). Similar
stripes were seen a few hours before termination on the HASP 2015 as well. Figure 1.30
shows two second examples of wave forms recorded during these broadband episodes.
Wave forms from the most intense activity on the HASP 2014 (16:30 to 17:00 UTC on
August 9, 2014) consist of very high amplitude, high frequency pulses lasting a fraction of
a second. Each burst is separated by several tenths of a second of lower amplitude signal.
The amplitude modulation described above likely contributes to the broad band nature of
the signal. A less intense signal recorded between 20:30 and 21:00 UTC appeared to have
similar, though lower amplitude, episodes of high frequency noise. Wave forms recorded
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on consistently noisy sensors on the HASP 2015 resemble those on the lower amplitude
episode on the HASP 2014. These are not acoustic because they had polarity reversals
between FL2 and FL4, whereas pressure fluctuations recorded on the same microphones
have consistent polarity.
The signals are not time shifted across the array, indicating that they travel much
faster than the speed of sound and/or arrive at a nearly horizontal incidence angle. The
extremely high amplitude of the signal (upwards of 100 Pa in some cases), requires an
exceptionally powerful acoustic source in close proximity to the sensor. There are no likely
candidates on board the balloon or in the stratosphere that could create these waves.
Finally, the signals are over 100 Hz; acoustic waves in this frequency range attenuate
rapidly with distance. This phenomenology strongly suggests that a local non acoustic
source such as electronic interference generated the signals described above.
The pervasive nature of this signal on the HASP 2014 and sporadically through the
HASP 2015 is a serious issue that must be addressed on future high altitude infrasound
recording initiatives. While shielded cables were used on both flights, clearly this method
alone is insufficient. Mitigation strategies should include reducing the length of signal
cables, having an independent power source for the digitizer, enclosing all electronics
and cables in Faraday cages, and placing all instrumentation as far from the gondola as
possible.
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Figure 1.30: Examples of non acoustic broad band noise recorded on the two HASP
flights. The bottom three traces were on the HASP 2014 at 16:45:48 UTC on August
9, 2014. The middle three were recorded on the HASP 2014 at 20:53:11 UTC. The top
three were recorded on the HASP 2015 at 16:31:40 UTC on September 7, 2015. Data are
unfiltered.
1.4.6 Narrow band signals
One of the most striking features of spectrograms recorded during both HASP flights
are the series of narrow band, frequency varying signals that start appearing about 20
km above sea level (recall Figures 1.15 and 1.17). Such signals were not observed on the
sounding balloon despite a favorable (albeit brief) window of low noise near the top of the
flight (Figure 1.19). The unusual nature of the signals combined with clear evidence of
pervasive locally generated non-acoustic signals on both HASP flights suggest that these
may be electromagnetic interference as well. The lack of such signals on the sounding
balloon supports this hypothesis.
However, the narrow band signals do not resemble the other sources of noise discussed
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in earlier sections. They are apparent in spectrograms prior to the emergence of broad
band interference on the HASP 2015. The polarities of the signals are consistent with
pressure fluctuations, and do not show the reversals characteristic of noise on stations
FL2 and FL4. Indeed, after averaging FL2 and FL4 together, the narrow band signals
are enhanced. This is in contrast to other narrow band, frequency invariant signals which
originate from electronic interference; these are eliminated entirely (recall Figure 1.18).
Finally, the presence of similar narrow band signals on balloon-borne stations in the
early 1960s suggests that they are acoustic, rather than electromagnetic, in origin. The
signals appear on a sensor hanging just below the balloon as well as one several hundred
feet beneath it (Wescott, 1964), demonstrating that they are not due to proximity to
instrumentation on the payload. Furthermore, the likelihood that similar spurious signals
would be produced by instruments constructed over half a century apart is remote.
The signals do not represent discrete acoustic arrivals either because systematic phase
shifts across the detector are seldom observed. When they are present, they indicate a
propagation speed that is too slow for acoustic waves. An alternative explanation is that
the waves are interference patterns generated by multiply refracted acoustic signals in
narrow wave guides. The signals could represent very long range detections of individ-
ual, powerful sources such as power plants or dams. In this case, the waves would be
refracted and scattered by atmospheric structures, producing a spatially varying inter-
ference pattern. Alternatively, they could be a diffuse “glow” from distributed sources,
such as building air ventilation systems or wind farms. Signals from a nearby wind farm
were sporadically detected on stations SNAK and CATL near the launch site, and it is
plausible that such signals could reach the stratosphere given that the ground stations
were over 10 km away from the nearest turbine. Acoustic records from these ground
stations were in similar frequency ranges as the signals detected in the stratosphere (see
Figure 1.32). Unfortunately, the balloon was not in the vicinity of the ground stations
when these observations were made. A recent study of wind farm generated infrasound
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Figure 1.31: Examples of narrow band signals recorded on the two HASP flights. The
bottom three traces were on the HASP 2014 at 17:23:19 UTC on August 9, 2014. The
top three were recorded on the HASP 2015 at 20:06:24 UTC on September 7, 2015. A
10-15 Hz band pass filter was applied.
in New Mexico reported detections over 90 km from the source (Marcillo et al., 2015),
lending further support to the hypothesis that at least some of the signals on the HASP
flights could be from turbines.
Atmospheric structure could be responsible for the narrow band signals as well. Small
scale acoustic velocity fluctuations in the atmosphere could be acting as band pass filters.
Band pass filtering by layered media has been shown to produce narrow band P-wave
radiation from broad band input at hydrocarbon reservoirs (Dangel et al., 2003) and
volcanoes (Correig, 1993). Finally, certain concentrations of randomly distributed acous-
tic scatterers can produce band pass effects (Hellweg, 2003). The presence of gravity
waves and turbulence in the atmosphere provide narrow wave guides and fields of scat-
terers. However, their contribution to the narrow band signals described above must
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remain speculative until detailed propagation modeling and less noisy balloon flights are
conducted.
Figure 1.32: Narrow band signals recorded on station CATL likely from a series of wind
turbines about 11 km away. Spectrogram starts at 2:37 UTC on September 8, 2015. It
was calculated using a 5 second window; colors range from 3.16 to 10000 on a logarithmic
scale.
1.4.7 Sounding balloon burst
The burst of the sounding balloon at the top of its trajectory (28.5 km above sea
level) was detected by the three microphones in the payload (Figure 1.33). According
to the manufacturer’s website, the diameter of the balloon was about 7.9 m at burst.
Thus, the dimensions of the source was on the same order as the distance between the
source and the receiver (the payload was about 10 m beneath the balloon). The peak to
peak amplitude detected on microphone M2 was 15.4 Pa, and that detected on M3 was
16.5 Pa. Thus, the two co located microphones had a 6.6% amplitude discrepancy. This
indicates that high frequency acoustic signals can be recorded accurately in the lower
stratosphere using the same microphones that flew on the HASP 2015. Sensor M1 had
no mechanical filter, and thus did not detect the passage of the acoustic wave. The high
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frequency signals it recorded could be due to spatial sampling of the varying pressure
field between the two inlet ports of the microphone. The maximum amplitude on M1
was about 25 times lower than that recorded on M2 and M3.
Figure 1.33: Acoustic signal of a sounding balloon burst at 28 km above sea level detected
by infrasound microphones hanging approximately 10 m below the envelope. Scale bar
indicates 0.5 Pa. Data are unfiltered.
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CHAPTER 2.
Infrasound microphone operation at low pressure
2.1 Introduction
Infrasound microphones are typically deployed on the surface of the Earth. Models for
the frequency response of these instruments are constructed for pressures and tempera-
ture conditions in this region. Physical arguments suggest and stratospheric observations
confirm, however, that the frequency response can change by several orders of magnitude
as pressure decreases. This chapter describes the physics of the InfraNMT/InfraBSU
infrasound microphones used during the HASP high altitude balloon experiments (Bow-
man and Lees, 2015b, 2016). The method for determining corner periods at ground
surface pressure is presented, and calculations of corner periods in different pressure and
temperature regimes are given. Results from an experiment aimed at measuring the ac-
tual variation in corner periods at different pressures are discussed. Comparisons with
theoretical predictions are given, and improved testing procedures for future initiatives
are proposed.
2.2 Description of instrument
A differential pressure transducer consists of two chambers separated by a diaphragm.
One chamber has a port open to the environment, and the other has a port with a
mechanical low pass filter attached. Pressure difference between the open chamber and
the filtered chamber cause the diaphragm to deflect. Sensors on this diaphragm produce
a voltage in response to the deflection (Figure 2.1). Additional details can be found in
Marcillo et al. (2012) and Mutschlecner and Whitaker (1997).
The mechanical low pass filter consists of a backing volume connected to the environ-
ment via a capillary tube. The filter is equivalent to an electrical circuit consisting of a
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of InfraNMT/InfraBSU infrasound microphone modified
after Figure 1b in Marcillo et al. (2012).
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resistor and a capacitor in series. In this analogy, the capillary tube is a resistor and the
backing volume is a capacitor. Pressure is voltage and fluid flow through the capillary
tube is current. The time evolution of this system to a sudden pressure change of unit
amplitude is
P (t) = e−
t
τ (2.1)
where the time constant τ is the product of acoustic resistance R and acoustic capacitance
C. The result is a single pole low pass filter between the environment and one port of
the transducer. Since the transducer only produces a signal when there is a pressure
difference across the diaphragm, the end result is a high pass filter that is sensitive to
transient fluctuations (i. e. infrasound) but does not detect broader pressure changes due
to barometric or thermal forcing.
The acoustic resistance of the capillary tube is derived from the expression for Poiseuille
flow (Mutschlecner and Whitaker, 1997):
R =
8η
pir4
l (2.2)
where η is the shear viscosity of the fluid, r is the radius of the capillary tube, and l is
the length of the capillary tube. This expression assumes equilibrium laminar fluid flow
in long cylinders.
The acoustic capacitance is
C =
V
γP¯
(2.3)
where V is the backing volume, γ is the adiabatic gas constant, and P¯ is the average
background pressure. In Earth’s atmosphere, the value of γ varies between 1.403 in
pure adiabatic and 1 in pure isothermal conditions; this is dependent on the frequency
of pressure fluctuations, air conditions, and chamber geometry (Marcillo et al., 2012).
The adiabatic regime dominates at high frequencies, and isothermal effects appear at
low frequencies.
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The corner frequency of the filter defined above is
fcorner =
1
2piτ
=
1
2piRC
. (2.4)
The two atmospheric parameters that affect RC are shear viscosity η and ambient pres-
sure P¯ . An increase in η leads to an increase in R (see Equation 2.2) and thus an increase
in corner period. Conversely, an increase in P¯ leads to a decrease in C (see Equation
2.3) and thus a decrease in corner period.
Shear viscosity is nearly independent of pressure, but it does vary with temperature.
Sutherland’s formula
η = η0
T0 + 110.3
T + 110.3
( T
T0
)
(2.5)
where η0 is a reference viscosity at temperature T0, describes the shear viscosity of air
between about 100 and 1900 Kelvin (Ames Research Staff, 1953). Figure 2.2 shows varia-
tion in corner period between -50 and 50 degrees Celsius, which is the typical temperature
range experienced by a microphone in the stratosphere. Thus, a microphone on a high
altitude balloon can drop in corner period by about 25% during the night, when radiation
losses cause extreme drops in temperature. A poorly insulated microphone exposed to
sunlight can experience a less dramatic increase in corner period during the day.
Since pressure decreases by two orders of magnitude between the surface and the
stratosphere, it will have a greater effect on the corner period than temperature. For
example, according to Equations 2.3 and 2.4, a microphone with a 20 second period at
sea level pressure will have a nearly 1600 second corner period at pressures corresponding
to about 30 km elevation (Figure 2.3 and Table 1.1). Thus, infrasound microphones
at stratospheric temperatures and pressures will have much longer corner periods than
those deployed on the ground. This effect will lead to deviations from linear amplitude
range and/or signal clipping if the capacitance of the mechanical filter is not adjusted
accordingly.
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Figure 2.2: Corner period variation with temperature. The filter has a 20 second period
at 25 degrees Celsius.
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Figure 2.3: Corner period variation with altitude as a consequence of pressure drop. The
filter has a 20 second period at 1000 mb. The pressure/height profile was derived from
the Global Forecast System 18Z analysis model run on August 9, 2014 over Chapel Hill,
North Carolina.
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2.3 Experiment
The physical arguments outlined above predict a dramatic decrease in corner fre-
quency on infrasound microphones in the stratosphere. The effect was observed during
the HASP 2014, when two of the three microphones were clipped during the ascent, and
all three sensors exceeded the linear amplitude range of the transducer through part of
the flight. This issue arose both because of the increase in corner period with height as
well as the unusually long corner periods of the microphones used during the experiment
(85 - 250 seconds at Earth surface conditions). In order to avoid this problem, the HASP
2015 microphones were adjusted such that their corner periods at the ground surface
were less 25 seconds. As a result, all six remained in range during the ascent. However,
the decreased corner frequencies are evident through the observation of very long period
oscillations in the stratosphere (recall Figure 1.9).
Corner periods were determined for the microphones after the HASP 2014 flight and
before the HASP 2015 flight. The procedure consisted of removing the mechanical filter
from the microphone port then rapidly reattaching it, thus pressurizing the mechanical
filter. The resulting exponential decrease in pressure as the filter equilibrates with the
atmosphere is recorded (recall Equation 2.1). The time series is multiplied by -1 to
approximate the microphone’s response to a positive pressure step. The corner period
of the microphone is then found by fitting a linear least squares regression model to the
natural log of the time series:
logP (t) = logP0 − τt (2.6)
where P is pressure, P0 is the amplitude of the pressure step, and τ = RC is the time
constant (see Equation 2.1). Results from these tests are presented in Table 1.1. The
corner period increase with altitude is estimated by adjusting the acoustic capacitance
per Equation 2.3.
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While qualitative observations on the HASP flights confirm an increase in corner
period with altitude as derived above, there have been no known attempts to calibrate
infrasound microphones at stratospheric pressures. Thus, a series of tests were preformed
at the Naval Research Laboratory to constrain the frequency response of InfraBSU micro-
phones at pressures between 1000 mb and 1 mb. Three microphones, destined to become
FL1, FL3, and FL5 on the HASP 2015, were placed in an approximately 5 m3 pressure
chamber. The chamber could be depressurized to stratospheric conditions via a roughing
pump, and repressurized via a vent. A reference air mass was connected to the chamber
via a remotely operated gate valve. The pressure of this air mass could be controlled
via a roughing pump and vent as well, allowing the introduction of a known pressure
step into the main chamber. A total of 47 tests were performed over two days (Table
2.1). Pressure in the chamber ranged from 1.1 mb (approximately 47000 m elevation) to
ambient. The test facility was at sea level, and ambient pressure was normalized to 1000
mb.
Figure 2.4 shows wave forms from three tests. Shots at low chamber pressures pro-
duced distinct steps on the microphones. These steps gradually decayed back to ambient
pressure because of the increased corner period of the mechanical filter. In contrast, shots
at higher chamber pressures produced a step that rapidly decayed back to equilibrium.
Resonance from chamber piping produced sinusoidal wave forms superimposed upon the
step. Absolute values of pressure step amplitudes ranged from 998.9 mb to 81.9 mb.
Pressure steps have rise times of less than 0.1 second except when the reference pressure
was 1000 mb and the chamber pressure was lower. In this case, rise times appear to
correlate with the difference in pressure between the reference and the chamber. This
could be because the pressure difference caused the gate valve to open more slowly.
2.4 Corner period calculation
The corner period Tc of the acoustic equivalent of a resistor and capacitor in series
is 2piRC (recall Equation 2.4). The method typically used to derive the corner period
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Figure 2.4: Examples of pressure pulses introduced into a vacuum chamber during cal-
ibration experiments at the Naval Research Laboratory. Shot 10 was at a chamber
pressure of 7.8 mb and a shot pressure of 1000 mb. Shot 28 was at a chamber pressure of
1000 and a shot pressure of 570 mb. Shot 35 was at a chamber pressure of 510 mb and
a shot pressure of 600 mb. Scale bar is 25 Pa.
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for InfraNMT/InfraBSU sensor is to model signal decay in response to a pressure step.
The time constant τ = RC is therefore the amount of time it takes for the observed
pressure to decay from maximum amplitude A0 to
A0
e
(Marcillo et al., 2012). However,
Whitaker (2012) observed that some infrasound microphones can produce an overshoot
when subjected to pressure steps. Thus, a more complex model was proposed based on
the signal’s similarity to a blast wave. Defining
a =
t− t0
τ
(2.7)
where t is time, t0 is the time of the pressure step application, and τ is the positive phase
duration, the following empirical equation was used to fit the wave form:
P (t) = (1− a)e−aH(t0) (2.8)
The pressure change is represented as the Heaviside step function H(t0). The frequency
response is thus
A(f) =
4pi2f 2
4pi2f 2 + b2
(2.9)
where b = 1
τ
. The corner period is defined here as the point at which amplitude drops
by 3 dB. Substituting 1√
2
for A(f) in Equation 2.9, solving for f , and taking the inverse
yields
Tc = 2piτ(
√
2− 1) 12 . (2.10)
Both models were used during data analysis from the experiment performed at the
Naval Research Laboratory. A 25 second window of data was used to derive the corner
period for each test. The window was chosen such that the pressure step occurred about
5 seconds after the start of the time series. A 25 Hz low pass Butterworth filter was
applied, and the data were decimated from 500 Hz to 10 Hz. The signal was detrended
by fitting a linear model to the first 4 seconds of data, then the data were scaled such that
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maximum positive amplitude was 1. If the initial pressure step was negative, the time
series was multiplied by -1 to produce only overpressures in the modeled data. Then,
orthogonal nonlinear least squares regression as implemented in the onls package in R
(Spiess, 2015) was used to calculate t0 and τ for the models shown in Equation 2.1 and
Equation 2.8. Confidence intervals for these two parameters were also calculated using
the onls package. Examples of the wave forms and fitted models are displayed in Figures
2.5 and 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Wave forms shown in Figure 2.4 with the RC circuit model of Marcillo et al.
(2012). The model is show in blue and 95% confidence intervals in red.
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Figure 2.6: Wave forms shown in Figure 2.4 with the blast wave model of Whitaker
(2012). The model is shown in blue and 95% confidence intervals in red.
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2.5 Results
A total of 15 shots were performed with the chamber at atmospheric pressure, here
defined as 1000 mb. The reference air mass ranged between 810 and 1 mb. The wave form
from such shots consisted of a rarefaction followed by an overpressure rebound (see Event
28 in Figure 2.4). Corner periods calculated using the RC circuit model at atmospheric
pressure in the chamber were much lower than those calculated in the laboratory (recall
Table 1.1). Microphone FL1 had a corner frequency of 1.7 ± 0.52 seconds, microphone
FL3 had a corner frequency of 4.0 ± 0.41 seconds, and microphone FL5 had a corner
frequency of 0.78± 0.50 seconds. Corner periods calculated using the blast wave model
were also lower than those measured in the laboratory. Microphone FL1 had a corner
frequency of 3.9 ± 0.42 seconds, microphone FL3 had a corner frequency of 3.3 ± 0.28
seconds, and microphone FL5 had a corner frequency of 1.9± 0.13 seconds.
Corner periods increased with decreasing pressure (Figure 2.7). The increase from
sea level to 1 mb (approximately 47000 m elevation) was about two orders of magnitude,
consistent with the change in capacitance due to pressure drop shown in Figure 2.3. The
blast wave model has larger corner periods than the RC circuit model, particularly at
lower pressures.
According to Equation 2.3, corner periods vary as the inverse of pressure. Thus, if
pressure changes only affect the acoustic capacitance, a linear model should describe the
relationship between inverse pressure and corner period. However, Figure 2.8 suggests
that a linear model is not appropriate. Indeed, results from all three microphones indicate
a systematic deviation from a linear relationship between P−1 and Tc for both the RC
circuit model and the blast wave model.
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Figure 2.7: Corner period variations with pressure calculated with the RC circuit model
(top) and the blast wave model (bottom). Horizontal error bars indicate 95% confi-
dence interval for corner period, and vertical error bars indicate the accuracy of absolute
pressure sensors in the chamber.
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Figure 2.8: Inverse pressure versus corner period compared with a linear least squares
regression model. Vertical error bars indicate 95% confidence interval for corner period.
Symbol size is proportional to weight in the regression. Weights are based on the mean
misfit between the shot time series and the modeled sensor response.
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2.6 Discussion
Results from corner period measurements at different pressures confirm the 2 to 3
orders of magnitude increase from surface to stratospheric altitudes predicted by expres-
sions for acoustic capacitance in Mutschlecner and Whitaker (1997) and Marcillo et al.
(2012). However, corner periods measured in the chamber at atmospheric pressure are
about 10x less than those measured in the laboratory (compare Table 1.1 and Table 2.1).
The discrepancy persists when comparing predicted corner periods in the stratosphere
versus measured corner periods at stratospheric pressures in the chamber. The devia-
tions may result from methodological differences as well as incomplete frequency response
models.
One source of error lies in the assumption that acoustic capacitance is constant during
individual tests. This assumption is valid when Ps  P¯ , where Ps is the amplitude of
the pressure step and P¯ is the pressure inside the backing volume of the infrasound
microphone. However, if Ps is a significant fraction of P¯ , the acoustic capacitance of
the microphone will evolve during the test. Thus, the corner period will change as the
backing volume re-equilibrates with the new ambient pressure P¯ + Ps. This condition
likely occurred in the initial laboratory tests, where unplugging and plugging in the filter
results in Ps being a large fraction (perhaps 10% to 25%) of P¯ . The issue was present
during tests at the Naval Research Laboratory, particularly at low pressures. In one
case, for example, the pressure inside the chamber was 1.2 mb before the shot and 3.4
mb after, a nearly threefold pressure increase.
Another problem is the detrending necessary to isolate the pressure step. At low
pressures, it can take hours or even days for the mechanical filter to reach equilibrium
with the fluid outside the microphone. This is a direct result of the drastic increase in
corner periods at low pressures. Thus, individual shots either have to be made once
every several hours, or the shot pulse must be isolated from the more gradual trend
of the mechanical filter pressure. Since this time scale of this effect was not precisely
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known prior to the experiment, shots took place five minutes to a half hour apart. As a
result, detrending had to be used to extract the shot wave form. The method assumes
that |Pb − P0|  |Ps − P0|, where Pb is pressure in the backing volume, P0 is pressure
in the chamber before the shot, and Ps is pressure in the chamber after the shot. This
assumption may fail during tests at extremely low pressures, where Pb − P0 may remain
significant for a long time after the chamber is depressurized.
The difference in altitude between the preliminary corner period tests (Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, approximately 150 m above sea level) and the Naval Research Labora-
tory (sea level) could account for some of the difference in corner periods measured at
ambient pressure. Furthermore the test in the chamber was conducted by producing a
sudden pressure drop, in contrast to the laboratory tests that consisted of pressurizing
the backing volume.
The wave form from the pressure drop was unusual in that it produced a high pressure
overshoot (see Figure 2.4, middle wave form). The blast wave model was able to account
for this phenomenon (Figure 2.6) but the RC circuit model was not (Figure 2.5). In any
case, using high amplitude rarefactions to test the corner period at ambient pressure is
not equivalent to using a positive pressure step. Unfortunately, this was not possible
during the tests at the Naval Research Laboratory since the reference air mass could not
be pressurized above ambient.
The internal temperature of the chamber changed during the shots, which affected
acoustic resistance and thus corner period (see Equation 2.2). The temperature in the
chamber after the shot Ta can be calculated via
Ta = Pa(Vc + Vs)
[PcVc
Tc
+
PsVs
Ts
]−1
(2.11)
where Pa is the pressure in the chamber after the shot, Pc is the pressure in the chamber
before the shot, Ps is the pressure in the reference air mass, Vc is the volume of the
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chamber, Vs is the volume of the shot air mass chamber, Tc is the temperature in the
chamber before the shot, and Ts is the temperature of the reference air mass.
Shot 6 is an ideal case for investigating the magnitude of temperature changes in
the chamber during a low pressure test. Since the chamber remained depressurized for
50 minutes without disturbance prior to the shot, it was likely at or near the ambient
temperature of the test facility. Therefore, temperatures Tc and Ts are both assumed to
be 20 Celsius. Pressure in the chamber was 1.1 mb before the test, and 1.2 mb after;
the pressure of the reference air mass was 1000 mb. Chamber volume is approximately 5
m3 and the reference air mass chamber volume is approximately 0.001 m3. According to
the expression above, the temperature in the chamber increased from 20 to 41 degrees
Celsius. Assuming the microphones reached this temperature as well, their corner periods
would have increased by less than 5%. Thus adiabatic temperature changes during the
test sequence probably did not have a strong influence on the measured corner periods.
The RC circuit model presented in Marcillo et al. (2012) was able to approximate the
observed microphone responses to pressure steps at moderate to high chamber pressures.
It failed to match pressure overshoots observed when the chamber was at ambient pressure
and the reference air mass was at low pressure. The blast wave model presented in
Whitaker (2012) was also able to fit observed microphone responses fairly well, but it
predicted pressure overshoots when the chamber was at low pressure and the reference air
mass was at ambient pressure. These overshoots were not present in the data. Neither of
these models are able to account for every signal permutation observed during the Naval
Research Laboratory tests.
The global behavior of mechanical filter corner period increase with decreasing pres-
sure was captured during the tests. However, improvements to the test procedure would
increase confidence in the results and isolate the shortcomings of current models of infra-
sound microphone response to pressure steps. Microphones should be placed in thermal
insulation inside the chamber to reduce the effect of temperature variations, including
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small fluctuations due to adiabatic effects. Highly precise temperature and absolute
pressure sensors should also be present in the chamber. Pressure steps should be a small
fraction of the chamber pressure to avoid changing acoustic capacitance during individual
tests. Corner periods at ambient pressure should be determined by introducing a small
overpressure into the chamber rather than using rarefactions as was attempted during
the tests described here. Individual tests at low pressures must be spaced at least one day
apart with the chamber kept at constant temperature. This will ensure the mechanical
filter is close to equilibrium with the chamber pressure prior to the test.
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Shot Chamber Pressure Shot Pressure FL1 FL3 FL5
mb mb s s s
01 800 1000 31, 49 19, 33 2.3, 2.9
02 800 1000 34, 51 19, 34 2.2, 2.8
03 460 1000 59, 83 34, 52 3.6, 5.1
04 460 1000 62, 87 36, 53 3.7, 5.2
05 460 1000 63, 88 36, 54 3.7, 5.2
06 1.1 1000 430, 560 410, 530 37, 55
07 1.2 1000 360, 470 360, 460 33, 51
08 3.4 1000 320, 420 320, 440 32, 50
09 6.4 1000 290, 390 300, 380 31, 49
10 7.8 1000 270, 360 270, 360 31, 48
11 9.2 1000 250, 330 240, 320 30, 47
12 44 1000 210, 280 200, 270 26, 42
13 83 1000 210, 280 200, 270 26, 41
14 120 1000 210, 280 200, 260 26, 41
15 190 1000 220, 280 200, 260 25, 41
16 200 1000 220, 290 200, 260 24, 40
17 200 1000 220, 290 190, 260 24, 40
18 410 1000 98, 130 57, 80 6.4, 16
19 410 1000 96, 130 57, 80 6.4, 16
20 410 1000 98, 130 57, 80 6.3, 16
21 1.1 91 120, 160 280, 370 34, 52
22 98 350 180, 250 200, 260 36, 54
23 240 500 88, 120 95, 130 33, 52
24 510 620 52, 75 31, 49 24, 14
25 750 830 33, 50 19, 34 6.8, 6.6
26 890 1000 28, 44 16, 30 3.7, 5.1
27 1000 810 1.8, 4 1.8, 3.4 0.91, 2
28 1000 570 1.7, 4 1.5, 3.4 0.79, 1.9
29 1000 410 1.8, 4.9 1.6, 4 0.84, 2
30 1000 200 1.8, 4.2 0.52, 3.6 0.87, 2
31 1000 1 1.8, 4.4 1.6, 3.6 0.43, 2
32 1.1 83 320, 420 93, 130 39, 58
33 120 330 51, 72 44, 63 32, 50
34 280 520 81, 110 120, 160 30, 48
35 510 600 53, 75 31, 48 23, 11
36 710 800 35, 53 21, 35 21, 6.5
37 890 1000 30, 49 17, 32 3.5, 4.6
38 1000 800 1.6, 3.4 0.41, 3 0.71, 1.7
39 1000 800 1.6, 4 1.5, 3.3 0.72, 1.8
40 1000 540 1.6, 3.4 10, 3 0.66, 1.7
41 1000 610 1.5, 3.5 1.4, 3.1 0.66, 1.7
42 1000 510 13, 3.4 11, 3.1 1, 1.8
43 1000 430 1.7, 4.2 1.5, 3.5 0.7, 1.8
44 1000 200 1.7, 3.7 10, 3.3 0.77, 1.8
45 1000 140 1.8, 3.7 1.6, 3.3 0.94, 1.9
46 1000 1.1 1.7, 3.8 0.086, 3.3 0.73, 1.8
47 1000 1.8 1.7, 4.3 1.5, 3.6 0.69, 1.8
Table 2.1: Corner periods of infrasound microphones at different pressures. Left value is
from the RC circuit model, right value is from the blast wave model.
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CHAPTER 3.
The future of free flying acoustic arrays
3.1 Introduction
Deployments of acoustic arrays above the Earth’s surface have been relatively rare.
Of those that have taken place, none have ventured over 8 km above ground level since
the early 1960s. There are no infrasound microphones specifically designed for operation
in the free atmosphere, and research into optimal flying array configuration has just
begun. The work described in the preceding two chapters suggests that such flying
arrays are fundamentally different than static ground arrays, with unique advantages
and disadvantages that are just now starting to come into focus. These attributes are
the subject of this chapter.
The altitude of the array is a balance between reduction of turbulence with height
and loss of pressure amplitude on up going acoustic waves. Rather than remaining in
one place, free flying stations also drift across the landscape. This can be an opportunity
(sampling large regions, accessing places that are difficult to reach on the ground) or a
liability (flying out of range of phenomena of interest, moving into undesirable areas).
Multiple networks on separate balloons will continuously change orientation with respect
to each other, and the desired array aperture may be difficult to maintain. Free flying
sensors must be resistant to extreme temperature fluctuations and interference from other
payloads and/or telemetry systems. Data retrieval becomes a very difficult proposition:
flight recorders may be damaged upon landing or lost entirely, and telemetry bandwidth
may be expensive or unreliable during the flight. Despite the technical difficulties, free
flying acoustic arrays have the potential to resolve several key scientific questions.
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3.2 Optimum altitude for deployment
Ground based infrasound networks are adversely affected by hydrodynamic “wind
noise” (Walker and Hedlin, 2010). The noise is generated in four ways: velocity fluctu-
ations advected across the microphone, flow disturbance from the sensor package itself,
heterogeneous pressure fields moving past, and far field sound waves generated by wind.
A sensor moving at the same speed as the wind does not experience the first three effects,
removing the majority of wind noise’s influence. Furthermore, the up to two order of
magnitude decrease in fluid density from the Earth’s surface to the stratosphere strongly
attenuates hydrodynamic noise.
Wind noise decreased with altitude during both HASP flights and the UNC sound-
ing balloon experiment. At approximately 20 km above sea level, however, wind noise
dropped rapidly and remained low throughout the remainder of the ascent. Figure 3.1
shows this remarkable decrease occurring between 21 and 23 km above sea level on a
sounding balloon launched from Chapel Hill, North Carolina on November 25, 2015.
Since the ascent rate of the balloons remained steady, a change in either atmospheric
properties or the turbulent wake of the balloon is likely responsible for this amplitude
step. Due to the different sizes of the HASP and sounding balloon, a systematic change
in the balloon wake for both at approximately the same altitude is less plausible than a
shift in the wind field of the atmosphere.
In the mid latitudes, 20 km above sea level typically corresponds to the lower strato-
sphere. It is a region that has relatively low wind speeds compared to the troposphere
below it and the middle stratosphere above it. Thus, the rapid decrease in wind noise
on ascending balloons in this region is probably due to low wind shear and reduced
turbulence compared to the troposphere below.
It may be possible, therefore, to record infrasound on freely ascending balloons pro-
vided they are above approximately 20 km. The ability of neutrally buoyant flight systems
to record infrasound may be degraded below this elevation as well due to high levels of
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Figure 3.1: The envelope of wind noise induced pressure fluctuations recorded by in-
frasound microphones on an ascending weather balloon. The region between the two
vertical lines corresponds to elevations of 21 and 23 km. The amplitude drop seen here
also occurs at similar elevations during the HASP flights.
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wind shear and/or turbulence. This is a particular concern for large flight systems, across
which shear can create differential winds of several meters per second or more.
Advantages gained from reduction in wind noise are balanced by the decrease in pres-
sure signal amplitude with elevation. Neglecting attenuation, a plane wave of amplitude
A1 at pressure p1 will have an amplitude A2 at pressure p2 via
A2 = A1
(ρ1
ρ2
)0.5(c1
c2
)1.5(p2
p1
)
(3.1)
where ρ is density and c is the speed of sound (modified from Equation 2 in Barry
et al. (1966)). Figure 3.2 shows the consequences of this equation for high altitude
acoustic deployments: pressure waves are only about 20% of their initial amplitude at
an altitude of 30 km. Thus, an ideal stratospheric infrasound sensor should either have
a higher sensitivity than those on the ground, or measure a different parameter such as
air velocity.
3.3 Station keeping
Free flying acoustic arrays do not remain in one location. Even the calmest regions
of the atmosphere have winds on the order of a few meters per second, which results in
lateral drifts of hundreds of kilometers per day. Zero pressure balloon systems experience
altitude drops of thousands of meters at night, when solar heating is absent. Super
pressure balloons do not have this issue, though they may drop several hundred meters
while passing over cold regions such as high cloud tops.
Given these constraints, the problem of station keeping can be addressed in three
ways: brief flights with relatively little lateral drift, utilizing the opposing tropospheric
and stratospheric jets in the mid latitude summer to remain relatively close to a single
location, or insertion into the zonal stratospheric flow to allow periodic circumnavigation
of the Earth at a relatively constant latitude. Figure 3.3 shows the wind velocity profiles
that control balloon trajectories at mid latitudes. Winds below 20 km are typically to
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Figure 3.2: The amplitude of a lossless plane acoustic wave versus geopotential height.
The plane wave has an initial amplitude of 1 Pa at 1000 mb. Atmospheric data were
taken for Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, for the year 2013. Red lines denote one
standard deviation from mean pressure wave amplitude.
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Figure 3.3: Altitude/azimuth plot of wind speeds above Chapel Hill, North Carolina for
2013. Profiles were calculated from archived Global Forecast System model outputs.
the east; this is the tropospheric jet. Between about 18 and 22 km, winds can be low
and quite variable. Above this region, the stratospheric jet moves eastward in the winter
and westward in the summer.
Low lateral drift flights can be achieved near the spring and fall equinoxes, when
the stratospheric jet reverses direction and tropospheric jet speeds are typically low.
Continuously ascending sounding balloon borne experiments, as well as brief neutral
buoyancy flights, can utilize the opposing flows of the stratosphere and troposphere in
the summer to land payloads relatively close to their launch points. Flight systems
that have the ability to gain and lose altitude can, in theory, utilize the summer wind
patterns to pass over the same area multiple times (Figure 3.4). This can be accomplished
by drifting east in the tropospheric jet, then rising to the stratosphere and drifting west
in the stratospheric jet. The flight pattern apparently can be maintained for as long
as maneuvering capability is available and the winds are stable. Long term flights can
utilize the relatively constant stratospheric winds to circle the globe at a chosen latitude.
This is a common technique for balloons launched from low or high latitudes. Figure
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Figure 3.4: Modeled trajectory of a vertically-maneuverable free floating acoustic array
utilizing the opposing tropospheric and stratospheric winds to remain above central North
Carolina.
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Figure 3.5: The flight path of the 2015 NASA ultra long duration balloon. Image was
obtained via the Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility’s Wanaka Operations web site.
3.5 shows a long duration balloon flight out of New Zealand drifting in the stratospheric
polar vortex for an almost complete circumnavigation of the Earth. Another balloon
launched by amateur enthusiasts circled the globe several times, passing within 15 km of
the launch site during one transit. This station keeping method is probably appropriate
for monitoring stations that need to remain at a certain latitude for several months.
3.4 Array design
A single balloon can deploy a vertically oriented array, as was done on the HASP
flights. While this can determine elevation angle of acoustic waves, it cannot constrain the
backazimuth. Thus, free flying acoustic networks on a single flight system lack horizontal
coverage.
One potential solution is a horizontal element that is deployed after launch, potentially
as vertically stowed risers that fold down once neutral buoyancy is achieved. Sensors at
the end of each riser would provide direction of arrival in the horizontal plane. However,
it may be difficult to develop a structurally sound support system large enough to provide
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a useful array aperture. Another possibility is an acoustic gradiometer; if such systems
exist on the ground they could be adapted for high altitude deployment.
Sensors on separate balloons could be launched simultaneously to create a fully three
dimensional acoustic array. In this case, cross correlating the amplitude envelopes of
infrasound detected by the network would be necessary since the sensor spacing would
probably be larger than the acoustic wavelength. A minimum of three sensors would be
required, although only two flight systems are necessary if each has its own vertically
oriented array.
3.5 Instrumentation and data acquisition
The primary environmental challenge in the stratosphere is temperature, which man-
ifests itself in counterintuitive ways. The temperature of the ambient fluid is much less
important than the radiation environment, which is dominated by sun exposure. Low
albedo surfaces rapidly accumulate heat, possibly leading to temperatures greater than
60 Celsius. In contrast, objects facing the sky during the night lose heat via radiation,
dropping to temperatures lower than -80 Celsius. Downward facing surfaces benefit from
radiation shed by the Earth’s surface, and tend to experience less severe temperature
drops. Heat shed by high wattage equipment cannot be efficiently transferred to the rar-
efied atmosphere, leading to overheating as well. Instrumentation and data acquisition
systems thus must be adequately protected from sunlight during the day and heat loss
during the night, possibly with provisions to shed excess internal heat. The stratosphere
is subject to higher cosmic ray activity than the Earth’s surface (see Figure 2 in Dawton
and Elliot (1953)) but their effect on infrasound equipment has not been quantified yet.
In contrast to most ground infrasound deployments, balloon borne sensors are often
proximal to high power radio transmission equipment. Other scientific payloads on high
altitude flights can produce electromagnetic radiation of their own. The flight system
can experience mechanical oscillations in the infrasound frequency range (Barthol et al.,
2011). It is conceivable that acoustic waves could be produced by moving equipment
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on the gondola, though such source mechanisms are highly inefficient due to the low
air density in the stratosphere. Finally, the impedance contrast between the ambient air
and the helium filled balloon envelope could produce acoustic waves via resonance. These
resonant-driven waves would likely have narrow band frequencies at 3 Hz or higher for a
balloon the size of the one used for the HASP. The magnitude of noise contributions from
electronic interference, mechanical vibration, and spurious acoustic waves remains poorly
quantified. However, results presented in Chapter 1 suggest that electronic interference
is the primary noise source.
The conservative approach to noise reduction is to include one sensor that is pre-
vented from recording acoustic waves. This was demonstrated on the sounding balloon
flight described in Chapter 1, in which one sensor lacked a mechanical filter. The result-
ing time series will show contributions from non acoustic sources. Following this, work
should focus on addressing specific noise generators. Mechanical vibration can be quan-
tified via accelerometers, and damping strategies are already employed by balloon-borne
telescope systems (see Barthol et al. (2011)). Electronic interference can be reduced by
designing appropriate shielding. Spurious acoustic signals can be eliminated by using
smaller balloons, thus raising the resonance frequency above the infrasound band.
While some flights are less risky than others, they almost certainly have a higher
probability of data loss than comparable ground arrays. Landings can be violent, or can
occur in hostile environments such as the open ocean. Unexpected events in flight can
result in destruction of instrumentation and data acquisition systems as well. Thus, a
robust, reliable data telemetry system is a critical component of a free flying acoustic
array.
3.6 Applications
The unique vantage point of an airborne acoustic array allows it to have a much
greater ground detection range than comparable stations on the Earth’s surface. This,
combined with the potential for very low noise levels on drifting networks, allows the
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characterization of signals rarely recorded on the ground. The building ventilation system
signature described in Chapter 1 is an example. Furthermore, stations in the stratosphere
can record signals from violent weather phenomena whose wind obscures acoustic waves
on the ground. This may provide a new means of probing the physics of thunderstorms,
which produce infrasound via poorly understood means (Goerke and Woodward, 1966).
A free flying component of the International Monitoring System infrasound network could
utilize stratospheric wave guides to detect clandestine nuclear blasts at extreme range.
Balloon borne infrasound stations have been proposed for detecting sub-kiloton bolide
impacts (Young et al., 2016) and seismic activity on Venus (Stevenson et al., 2015).
Suspended acoustic arrays have the ability to capture the three dimensional wavefield
from sources of interest. A network of free flying instruments deployed over Villarrica
volcano, Chile, could resolve between three competing models for acoustic tremor gener-
ation (see (Richardson et al., 2014; Goto and Johnson, 2011; Ripepe et al., 2010). This
is because the radiation patterns predicted by each model are best resolved above, rather
than on the side of, the volcanic edifice. Similar techniques could be used over other
known or suspected directional infrasound generators such as volcanic jets and deeply
buried explosions.
Acoustic waves carry energy into the mesosphere and thermosphere, where it is de-
posited as heat (Krasnov et al., 2007; Rind, 1977). Estimates of the magnitude of this
heating vary, but some models predict up to 30 K per day in certain situations (Rind,
1977). Acoustic waves can also perturb the ionosphere, producing fluctuations in total
electron content that can be observed with continuous Doppler systems (Chum et al.,
2012) and GPS networks (Cahyadi and Heki, 2015). The magnitude of acoustic heating
is difficult to ascertain since the nature of acoustic waves crossing the lower/upper at-
mosphere boundary is unknown. Free flying sensor networks in the middle stratosphere
can place a observational constraint on such up going waves. Measuring the amplitude
and frequency of these waves will enable more precise linkages between ionospheric dis-
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turbances and infrasound from the lower atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 4.
The acoustic wave field of explosions at varying scaled depths of burial1
4.1 Introduction
Sound waves recorded at volcanoes result from volumetric changes and forces im-
posed on the atmosphere by the surface of the Earth. Because it is an efficient generator
of acoustic energy, gas expansion is commonly invoked to explain infrasound from vol-
canic explosions (e.g. Johnson (2003)). Santiaguito volcano, Guatemala and Sakurajima
and Suwonosejima volcanoes, Japan also produce infrasound due to rapid ground uplift
(Johnson and Lees, 2010; Yokoo et al., 2009; Yokoo and Iguchi, 2010). Small-scale buried
explosion experiments (e.g. Graettinger et al. (2014)) can shed light on the relative roles
of gas expansion and ground uplift in acoustic signal generation, which in turn elucidates
the depth and energy of infrasound sources at volcanoes.
Scaled depth of burial (SDOB), defined as z/E1/3 where z is burial depth in meters
and E is explosion energy in joules, allows comparisons between chemical, nuclear, and
volcanic explosions of various sizes after correcting for explosion efficiency (Goto et al.,
2001). Very large SDOB produces a single acceleration pulse at the ground surface, large
SDOB produces an initial acceleration pulse followed by free fall of displaced materials
and a spall slap phase, small SDOB produces permanent “retarc” mounding at the ground
surface, and very small SDOB explosions exhibit rapid gas release (Glasstone and Dolan,
1977). Investigations of chemical blasts have found that maximum acoustic amplitude
decreases exponentially with increasing SDOB (e.g. Taddeucci et al. (2013); Goto et al.
(2001)). The time lag between the acceleration and gas release pulses (when present)
1This chapter originally appeared in Geophysical Research Letters. The original citation is as follows:
Bowman, D. C., Taddeucci, J., Kim, K., Anderson, J. F., Lees, J. M., Graettinger, A., Sonder, I., and
Valentine, G. A. (2014). The acoustic signatures of ground acceleration, gas expansion, and spall fallback
in experimental volcanic explosions. Geophysical Research Letters, 41:1916-1922
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decreases with decreasing SDOB, with the two pulses eventually merging (Vortman,
1966). The spall slap phase (if present) is a drawn out rarefaction as the displaced ground
(known as “spall”) falls back under the influence of gravity, followed by an impulsive
overpressure as the spall comes to a sudden stop (Lee and Walker, 1980).
We used infrasound microphones and high speed video records to identify the acoustic
and visual signatures of ground deformation, gas release, and spall slap during a series
of buried chemical blasts designed to simulate underground explosions occurring during
volcanic eruptions. The acoustic amplitudes from ground acceleration compare well to
those predicted by high speed video observations of the syn-blast deformation and the
time delay of the spall slap agrees with the model of Lee and Walker (1980). Secondary
acoustic pulses suggest that gas release contributes to the signal recorded during some
of the explosions, although the timing of this release is difficult to constrain with image
analysis. The combination of high speed imagery and near source infrasound observations
suggests a model for the acoustic wave form produced at specific SDOB. We use this
model to contrast SDOB of eruptions at Santiaguito, Sakurajima, and Suwonosejima
volcanoes.
4.2 Methods
Successive explosions were conducted on 3x3 m layered sand and gravel pads (Graet-
tinger et al., 2014). Blasts were performed using 1/3 to 1 lb (0.15 to 0.45 kg) cylindrical
TNT/RDX charges (explosion energy approximately 5000 kJ/kg) buried 0.26 to 1 m
below the ground, resulting in SDOB ranging from 0.0020 to 0.011 m/J1/3 (Table 4.1).
Signals from each blast were recorded on InfraNMT/InfraBSU infrasound microphones
(Marcillo et al., 2012). Sound was recorded on ground and airborne sensors located 6 to
155 m from each shot. The airborne microphones were 1 to 45 m above ground (1 to 60
degrees with respect to horizontal from the blasts to the sensor). Ref Tek 130 and Data
Cube loggers acquired acoustic data at sample rates of 500 and 400 Hz, respectively. An
Optronis CR600X2 high speed camera with a 2000 Hz frame rate and a resolution of 3
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Shot Pad Charge Depth SDOB Gas Venting Delay Ground
Mics
Airborne
Mics
kg cm m/J1/3 x 10-3 msec
1 1 0.45 50 3.8 6 6 2
2 2 0.30 50 4.4 5 4 0
3 2 0.30 23 2.0 0 4 0
4 3 0.15 50 5.5 9 6 0
5 3 0.15 50 5.5 6 4 0
6 3 0.15 50 5.5 0 5 0
7 4 0.15 100 11 None Visible 10 0
8 4 0.15 89 9.8 10 8 2
9 4 0.15 89 9.8 7 8 2
10 5 0.15 100 11 None Visible 9 2
11 5 0.15 72 7.9 1 8 2
12 5 0.15 57 6.3 3 8 2
Table 4.1: Location, charge size, and depth of explosions. Gas venting delay was the time
between the onset of visible ground motion and gas release (if any) in the high speed
video.
mm per pixel recorded each blast.
Acoustic data were scaled to 1 m from the source assuming attenuation proportional
to r−1. The average sound speed during the experiment (345 m/s) was used for acoustic
travel time calculations. Vertical velocities of the pad surface were calculated using
particle image velocimetry (PIV) (Raffel et al., 2007). Time differentiation yielded the
acceleration of the pad region. Sound generated by the deforming pad was modeled
by assuming that the accelerating surface was equivalent to a vertically oriented piston.
Since the field of view of the camera was 0.8 m in radius and most acoustic energy was
concentrated below 25 Hz, the vertical directionality of the modeled wave is negligible
(Blackstock, 2000).
The ground microphones were located with GPS and field surveying techniques. Air-
borne microphones were located using acoustic travel time and video records during each
blast. The maximum and root mean square (RMS) acoustic amplitudes of the signals
recorded in the air were compared to those on the ground using Dixon’s outlier test
(Komsta, 2011).
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 High speed video
Shots 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 were performed under undisturbed pads. Blasts also took place
beneath craters (shots 3 and 6), explosion mounds or “retarcs” (shots 5, 11, and 12) and
subsidence pits (shots 8 and 9) (Graettinger et al., 2014). Shot 3 had the smallest SDOB
(0.0020 m/J1/3). Smoke rose vertically at 200 m/s above the epicenter and no ground
deformation was observed (see Figure 4.1, top panel). Shot 1 had the next smallest SDOB
(0.0038 m/J1/3). The ground surface deformed rapidly, and a smoke cloud became visible
after about 6 milliseconds (see Figure 4.1, middle panel). Shot 2 had SDOB of 0.0044
m/J1/3 and was similar to shot 1.
Shots 4, 5, and 6 were performed on one pad at SDOB of 0.0055 m/J1/3. Ground
deformation and a dust cloud were visible near the center of the pad on shot 4. During
shot 5, a thin layer of dust was vented from multiple points on the retarc left by shot
4. Shot 6 produced a dust cloud concurrent with ground deformation. Shot 12 had an
SDOB of 0.0063 m/J1/3. A dust cloud appeared less than three milliseconds after the
onset of deformation. Shot 11 had an SDOB of 0.0079 m/J1/3. Dust clouds emerged
within one millisecond of the onset of visible ground motion.
Shots 8 and 9 had SDOB of 0.0098 m/J1/3. The entire pad region rose vertically,
then settled back to its original position. Some dust venting was visible during the blast
(see Figure 4.1, bottom panel). Shots 7 and 10 had the largest SDOB (0.011 m/J1/3).
The entire pad rose vertically, then settled back to its original position. No gas or dust
release was visible.
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Figure 4.1: High speed imaging and acoustic wave forms of a shallow (low SDOB) blast
(top), at optimal burial depth for crater production (middle), and deep (high SDOB,
bottom). The red line denotes the acoustogram from the closest microphone to the
epicenter with acoustic amplitude scaled to 1 m from source. Signals were aligned using
cross correlation and scaled to the trace of the closest microphone.
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4.3.2 Acoustic wave forms on horizontal network
The blast with the smallest SDOB (shot 3; 0.0020 m/J1/3) had the highest acoustic
amplitude and shortest duration of all the signals (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.1, top
panel). The wave form consisted of a single compression phase followed by a short
rarefaction phase, ending with a slight overpressure. Shots 1 and 2 had slightly higher
SDOB and a much longer duration than the signal from Shot 3. The wave form consisted
of a strong positive overpressure followed by a second pulse about ten milliseconds later
(Figure 4.1, middle panel). Shot 1 also had a low amplitude positive overpressure about
a tenth of a second after the onset of the signal. The rarefaction phase had a much higher
acoustic amplitude relative to the overpressure in shot 2 as opposed to shot 1.
Shots 4, 5, and 6 all had SDOB of 0.0055 m/J1/3. Shots 4 and 5 consisted of a single
overpressure pulse followed by a broad rarefaction, but shot 6 had several overpressure
phases after the onset of the signal. Shot 4 had the highest acoustic amplitude and the
shortest duration of the three. Shot 12 (SDOB of 0.0063 m/J1/3) had two overpressures
of approximately equal amplitude followed by a broad rarefaction on the closest three
microphones (5.7, 10, and 13 m from the blast), but only one overpressure arrival at mi-
crophones further away. Shot 11 (SDOB of 0.0079 m/J1/3) had an impulsive overpressure
and a broad rarefaction.
Shots 8 and 9 (SDOB of 0.0098 m/J1/3) had similar acoustic characteristics with shot
11. All three shots also produced low amplitude overpressure pulses during the broad
rarefaction phase on some microphones (Figure 4.1, bottom panel). The blasts with the
largest SDOB (shots 7 and 10; 0.011 m/J1/3) produced impulsive overpressures followed
less than a hundredth of a second later by a secondary peak. Most microphones also
detected low amplitude overpressure pulses during the rarefaction phase, similar to shots
8, 9, 11, and 12.
Low amplitude acoustic arrivals preceding the main blast wave were recorded on
microphones closest to the pads. The first, very low amplitude arrival travels at about
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960 m/s for about 40 m, then propagates at about 292 m/s beyond that distance. This
arrival appears on most shots with SDOB above 0.0079 m/J1/3. It is clearest prior to
the high amplitude arrival for shots 11 and 8 on Figure 4.2. A slightly higher amplitude,
high frequency second arrival moving at the speed of sound is also visible on some shots.
It is most prominent on shot 3, although it is also present on shots 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10.
The first and third signals on Figure 4.5 have a good example of this high frequency
precursor.
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Figure 4.2: Acoustic signals from each blast. The red line denotes the acoustogram
from the closest microphone to the epicenter with acoustic amplitude scaled to 1 m from
source. Signals were aligned using cross correlation and scaled to the trace of the closest
microphone.
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4.3.3 Three dimensional acoustic wave field
The airborne array placed microphones at variable altitudes based on wind conditions.
Some shots were almost entirely obscured by wind noise and pressure signals from the
vertical motion of the microphones. However, relatively clear wave forms are available
for shot 1 (altitude of 61 degrees relative to the blast), shot 10 (altitude of 16 degrees),
shot 11 (altitude of 9.9 degrees), and shot 12 (altitude of 1 degree). The signals recorded
in the air resemble those recorded on the ground regardless of altitude angle (Figure 4.3).
There is no reason to consider the maximum and RMS acoustic amplitudes of the signals
recorded in the air as outliers compared to ground stations at a 95% confidence level.
Thus the maximum and RMS acoustic amplitudes recorded on the airborne array are
statistically identical to those recorded by the ground array.
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Figure 4.3: Signals recorded by airborne array at an altitude of 61 degrees, 16 degrees,
9.9 degrees, and 1.0 degrees from the source, respectively, compared with a ground mi-
crophone on the same data logger. Amplitudes are scaled to 1 m from source, and the
wave forms are aligned using cross correlation.
4.3.4 Theoretical amplitude of acoustic wave from ground acceleration
The average maximum accelerations of the pad surface range from over 2500 m/s2 to
less than 200 m/s2, resulting in a theoretical scaled acoustic amplitude ranging from 972
Pa for shot 1 to 47 Pa for shot 9. However, ejecta sampling boxes partially blocked the
camera’s view of the pad surface for shots 1-4 and 6, causing acceleration to be overes-
timated when the rapidly moving ground surface emerged from behind the obstruction.
The theoretical acoustic amplitude falls within the interquartile range of observed acous-
tic amplitudes for shots 6, 10, 11, and 12 (Figure 4.4). The range of acoustic amplitudes
within two standard deviations of the theoretical ground acceleration amplitude crosses
the interquartile range of the observed acoustic amplitudes for shots 5, 7, 8, and 9. The
observed acoustic amplitude did not coincide with the theoretical acoustic amplitude for
shots 1-4.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum acoustic amplitudes recorded by the ground array compared with
maximum acoustic amplitudes calculated from ground acceleration. Error bars are the
acoustic equivalent of two standard deviations from the mean of pre-blast acceleration
variability. Shot 3 is omitted because it is off the scale.
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4.4 Discussion
Significant drops in acoustic amplitude were observed with small increases in SDOB
for shallow (i.e. small SDOB) blasts, but acoustic amplitudes of deep (large SDOB) blasts
were much less sensitive to changes. Buried explosions have been shown to produce an
exponential decrease in acoustic amplitude with increasing SDOB (Goto et al., 2001),
consistent with our results. SDOB greater than 0.0044 m/J1/3 results in acoustic signals
with maximum amplitude due to ground acceleration rather than gas expansion. The
lower SDOB limit of ground deformation dominated signals could not be determined
because of limited pad visibility for shots 1-4 and 6. Explosions in undisturbed pads
produced higher amplitude signals than later explosions on the same pad at the same
SDOB, indicating that disturbed substrate dampens the acoustic signal.
SDOB exerts a strong control on the wave form characteristics of the acoustic signal.
The smallest SDOB blast in the experiment (shot 3) produced a very high acoustic
amplitude, short duration signal. The lack of ground deformation and the presence
of a rapidly moving smoke cloud in the high speed imagery indicates that sudden gas
release produced the acoustic energy. Blasts with slightly higher SDOB (shots 1 and
2) had two peaks, one probably corresponding with ground deformation and the second
with gas breakout at the surface. Primary and secondary signals are not distinguishable
from each other for SDOB of 0.0055 m/J1/3. The secondary phase is lower in acoustic
amplitude and sometimes difficult to distinguish for blasts with SDOB ranging from
0.0079 to 0.0098 m/J1/3, but it appears as a delayed, low amplitude impulsive signal for
blasts with SDOB of 0.011 m/J1/3.
The existence of secondary acoustic arrivals just after the main pulse does not always
correlate with visible gas release (Table 4.1), although such venting is difficult to constrain
with our high speed imagery. These secondary pulses are probably from acoustic waves
reflecting off of an approximately 1 m tall concrete wall behind the blast pads. This
explains the presence of a double peak on Shot 12 on microphones directly across from
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the wall, but a single peak on microphones elsewhere. Reflections also were observed
on microphones perpendicular to the wall during Shot 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11. The close
proximity of the wall to the blast pads prevents verification of this possibility using
travel time analysis but it does explain the directional nature of the secondary pulse.
When the displaced mass of substrate comes to a sudden stop above the explosion
epicenter, the acceleration spike can produce a third phase called “spall slap” (Lee and
Walker, 1980). This is visible as a broad compressional phase about 0.1 seconds after the
first arrival on shot 1 and as a small overpressure 0.05 seconds after the first arrival on
shot 2. Spall slap also may account for the prominent secondary peak on shots 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10. The time delay between the first arrival and the spall slap phase is proportional
to the acceleration of the ground surface above the buried explosion, in agreement with
the model of buried explosion acoustics outlined in Lee and Walker (1980). The spall
slap phase for the 1/3 lb charges is not visible on shots 4 and 5 (both with SDOB
of 0.0055 m/J1/3), but it is visible for shot 6 (also 0.0055 m/J1/3) and all shots with
greater SDOB. Dust, gas, and ballistics prevent observation of spall slap in the high
speed images. However, Andrews et al. (2014) provide high speed imagery of gas release
into granular material, some of which includes spall slap (see the video of Run 20 in the
online supplement to their article).
The low acoustic amplitude initial arrivals seen on blasts with SDOB greater than
0.0079 m/J1/3 are probably air-coupled P-waves that convert to pure acoustic waves
several tens of meters from the explosions. This explains their apparently supersonic
propagation speed recorded on microphones within about 40 m of the blasts. The high
frequency arrivals that can appear just prior to the main blast wave are artifacts caused
by the FIR filter on the data loggers (Ref Tek Incorporated, 2013).
Sound recorded on the airborne array was similar to sound recorded on the ground
to the limit of instrument detection (Figure 4.3), indicating that vertical directionality
was minimal. This agrees with the compact baﬄed piston model of the deforming blast
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pad. It further indicates that the gas release phase of the acoustic signal was radiated in
all directions equally. Thus, directional acoustic sources such as jetting (see Rowell et al.
(2014)) were not significant in the frequency range considered in this study.
The sequences of events observed in the acoustic and high speed video suggest a gen-
eral model of sound wave generation (Figure 4.5) that agrees well with other observations
of buried nuclear and chemical blasts (Lee and Walker, 1980; Vortman, 1968a,b, 1966):
1. An impulsive compressional phase followed by a broad rarefaction caused by sudden
upward acceleration and subsequent deceleration of the substrate above the buried
charge.
2. A second pulse caused by gas breakout, attenuated and later absent with increasing
SDOB.
3. A pure compressional “spall slap” signal caused when displaced substrate comes to
a sudden stop at the Earth’s surface.
This acoustic model provides insight into infrasound-producing eruptions at Santi-
aguito, Sakurajima and Suwonosejima volcanoes. Ground acceleration generates the
maximum acoustic amplitudes at Santiaguito (Johnson and Lees, 2010) in agreement
with a relatively large SDOB and the dense, cohesive carapace capping the dome. Con-
versely, the powerful gas release phase and relatively weak ground acceleration phase at
Sakurajima and Suwonosejima (Yokoo et al., 2009; Yokoo and Iguchi, 2010) point to rel-
atively small SDOB with acceleration of very loose crater infill also attenuating acoustic
amplitudes in agreement with our experimental results. Spall slap phases are unlikely at
these volcanoes because the arrival tends to be low in amplitude and may be obscured
by other eruptive processes. The underground gas expansion that produces signals at
Santiaguito appears to be smaller and/or deeper than the one acting at Sakurajima and
Suwonosejima.
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Figure 4.5: The major components of acoustic energy produced by buried explosions
during this experiment. The first peak is acoustic energy from the acceleration of the
ground surface in response to sudden volumetric expansion at depth (A). The second
peak is due to the breakout of pressurized gases at the ground surface and/or reflections
off the back wall (B). A third broad overpressure is due to the impact of free-falling spall
layers with the Earths surface (C). SDOB units are m/J1/3 x 10-3.
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CHAPTER 5.
Time/frequency analysis of geophysical signals with the Hilbert-Huang transform1
5.1 Introduction
The Fourier transform remains one of the most popular spectral methods in time
series analysis, so much so that the word “spectrum” is virtually equivalent with “Fourier
spectrum” (Huang et al. (2001)). This method assumes that time series are stationary
(mean and variance are constant through time) and linear (a superposition of sinusoids).
However, geophysical signals are never stationary and are not necessarily linear. This
results in a trade off between time and frequency resolution for nonstationary signals and
the creation of spurious harmonics for nonlinear signals. The Hilbert-Huang transform
(HHT) is an alternative spectral method designed to avoid the linearity and stationarity
constraints of Fourier analysis (Huang et al., 1998).
Here, the mathematical basis of the HHT and its variants are described. Time series
and spectral methods that result from the HHT are discussed. Three case studies are
presented: a synthetic nonlinear wave, a microseism, and long period pressure fluctua-
tions recorded on a high altitude balloon. These analyses were performed using the hht
package in R (Bowman and Lees, 2013).
5.2 The Hilbert Huang transform
The HHT is a combination of the Hilbert transform and the empirical mode decom-
position (EMD) algorithm.
1This chapter originally appeared in Seismological Research Letters. The citation is as follows:
Bowman, D. C. and Lees, J. M. (2013). The Hilbert-Huang transform: A high resolution spectral
method for nonlinear and nonstationary time series. Seismological Research Letters, 84(6):10741080.
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5.2.1 The Hilbert transform
The Hilbert transform for a function x(t) is a convolution
H(f(t)) = −1
pit
∗ f(t) (5.1)
that can be expressed in integral form as
H(f(t)) = 1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
f(τ)
τ − tdτ (5.2)
where the singularity at t = τ is evaluated by taking the Cauchy principal value of the
integral. The Hilbert transform of a periodic function produces a phase shift of pi
2
, thus
H(cosωt) = − sinωt (5.3)
resulting in the analytic function
y(t) = x(t)− ıH(x(t)) (5.4)
The instantaneous amplitude a(t) of x(t) is defined by taking the magnitude of the real
and imaginary components of y(t)
a(t) =
√
x(t)2 +H(x(t))2 (5.5)
and the instantaneous phase ϕ(t) by taking the arctangent of the real and imaginary
components of y(t)
ϕ(t) = arctan
H(x(t))
x(t)
(5.6)
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Figure 5.1: Time/frequency plot of sin(2pit) (solid line) and sin(2pit) + 0.25 (dashed line)
determined with the Hilbert transform.
Therefore the instantaneous frequency ω(t) of x(t) at any time t is
ω(t) =
dϕ
dt
(5.7)
However, Huang et al. (1998) note that this instantaneous frequency is only meaningful
when applied to a monocomponent signal with a zero mean. Otherwise, the instantaneous
frequency displays modulations that do not represent the frequency content of the signal
(see Figure 5.1). The strict conditions of the Hilbert transform are rarely met in nature,
limiting its use in the geosciences.
5.2.2 Empirical mode decomposition
The ability of the Hilbert transform to create high resolution spectra combined with
its inability to analyze complex signals led Huang et al. (1998) to develop an a posteriori
method to decompose time series into a small number of simple oscillatory modes with
meaningful Hilbert transforms. This method, which they call Empirical Mode Decom-
position (EMD), results in a set of empirically-derived quasi-orthogonal basis functions
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called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). An oscillatory mode satisfies the definition of
an IMF if the number of extrema and zero crossings differ by at most one. Furthermore,
the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and minima of the IMF must
be zero (Huang and Wu (2008)). This satisfies the criteria for meaningful instantaneous
frequency calculated via the Hilbert transform.
The EMD method decomposes a signal by identifying all local maxima and minima,
connecting all maxima and all minima via a cubic spline to define the envelope, and
subtracting the envelope mean from the signal. The resulting time series (h1) is the first
IMF candidate, where m1 is the envelope mean (Huang and Wu (2008)):
h1 = x(t)−m1 (5.8)
This transformation from a rectilinear to a curvilinear coordinate system often introduces
variability that cause the new mode to fail the definition of an IMF. Therefore, the
sifting process must be repeated until the mode satisfies the IMF criteria. The point at
which sifting stops is determined by the stoppage criterion. Several stoppage criteria are
available; see Huang et al. (2003) for detailed descriptions.
Once the first IMF h1 has been calculated, it is subtracted from the original signal to
produce a residual:
r1 = x(t)− h1 (5.9)
Then, the next IMF h2 is extracted from r1. This decomposition continues until no more
IMFs can be derived from the signal. Thus we can represent the original signal x(t) as a
sum of IMFs plus a residual:
x(t) =
n∑
i=1
hi + rn (5.10)
The EMD method is an adaptive step wise filter, where each successive IMF represents
the highest frequency mode in the remainder rn. The final residual rn is the trend of the
data or a very low frequency mode with a period longer than the length of the original
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signal.
5.2.3 Ensemble empirical mode decomposition
The EMD method can suffer two drawbacks: mode mixing and lack of uniqueness.
Mode mixing is when a single IMF contains oscillations on very different time scales, or
one time scale resides on multiple IMFs (Huang and Wu (2008)). These abrupt transitions
create frequency aliasing in the Hilbert spectral analysis of the signal. Lack of uniqueness
refers to the fact that adding random noise to a signal can produce a different set of IMFs.
The ensemble empirical mode decomposition Method (EEMD) was developed to address
these issues (Wu and Huang (2009)). Since the expectation of Gaussian noise tends to
zero
E
[
lim
N→∞
(
(t) +
N∑
k=1
k(t)
)]
= 0 (5.11)
the random noise component (t) of a signal x(t) will disappear if a sufficiently large set of
synthetic random noise k(t) is used. The EEMD method repeatedly adds uniform white
noise to x(t), performs EMD, and averages the IMFs together. As N grows, the averages
of noise perturbed copies k of a given signal x(t) approach the “true” signal xs(t). The
averaged IMFs can be plotted together, producing an approximation of the true signal.
Alternatively, IMFs from each trial can be displayed, showing the variability caused by
random noise. Since the EEMD method greatly reduces mode mixing, it represents a
significant improvement over EMD (Huang and Wu, 2008).
5.2.4 Complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition
While the EEMD method resolves mode mixing, it has drawbacks of its own. The
set of averaged IMFs produced by the EEMD often fail to have local symmetry. Thus,
a further EMD round is required. Summing the resulting IMFs together does not yield
the original signal exactly, indicating that they are no longer orthogonal. Torres et al.
(2011) resolved this by proposing the complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition
(CEEMD). The CEEMD is noise assisted and thus reduces mode mixing like the EEMD,
but it also produces a small set of IMFs capable of reproducing the original time series
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exactly.
5.3 Examples of nonlinear and nonstationary time series
5.3.1 Synthetic nonlinear wave
The first example consists of the sum of a low frequency sinusoidal carrier wave, a
nonlinear Stokian wave modified from Equation 8.5 in Huang et al. (1998), and random
noise. The signal is of the form
x(t) = cos[2pit+ 0.5 sin(4pit)] + sin(
pi
10
t) + (t) (5.12)
where (t) is Gaussian random noise with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.1.
The Stokian component of this equation creates a frequency modulated signal centered
at 3 Hz superimposed on a constant frequency signal at 1 Hz. The sinusoidal carrier
wave has a frequency of 0.05 Hz. The EMD method returns nine IMFs (Figure 5.2).
IMFs 1 through 3 are high frequency noise from (t). IMF 4 contains the 3 Hz frequency
modulated Stokian signal. The frequency modulated signal also appears in IMF 3 and
5 from time to time. IMF 5 contains the 1 Hz constant frequency Stokian component,
but this signal sometimes switches to IMF 6. IMF 8 represents the 0.05 Hz carrier wave.
Ideally, the high and low frequency Stokian wave components should be returned in single
IMFs, but both of them switch back and forth between multiple IMFs. This intermittency
violates local symmetry and introduces severe aliasing in the resulting ensemble Hilbert
spectrogram.
After 250 trials, the resulting IMF set from CEEMD had much less mode mixing than
the IMF set from EMD (Figure 5.2). The 3 Hz frequency modulated Stokian component
now lies solely in IMF 5, the 1 Hz Stokian component lies in IMF 6, and the 0.05 Hz
carrier wave lies in IMF 10. Thus, the CEEMD has eliminated almost all of the mode
mixing that compromised the quality of the EMD.
The ensemble Hilbert spectrogram from an 1000 trial EEMD run reveals details of
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Figure 5.2: IMFs 4-9 of the empirical mode decomposition of the signal given in Equation
5.12 (top) compared with IMFs 4-10 of the complete ensemble empirical mode decompo-
sition of the same time series (bottom). IMFs 1-3 contain high frequency, low amplitude
random noise and were not plotted.
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Figure 5.3: A close view of the ensemble Hilbert spectrogram of the signal given in
Equation 5.12. The oscillating energy band at 3 Hz corresponds to the high frequency
Stokian component, the constant band at 1 Hz represents the low frequency Stokian
component, and the band at 0.05 Hz (at the bottom of the plot) represents the carrier
wave.
the frequency content of the example Stokian wave (Figure 5.3). A linear band is present
at 0.05 Hz, another linear band is located at 1 Hz, and modulated band is centered at 3
Hz. These spectral signatures correspond to the three components of the signal described
by Equation 5.12.
5.3.2 Microseism
Over 3900 microseisms were recorded on ocean bottom seismometers in the flooded
caldera of Deception Island volcano, Antarctica, in early 2005 (Bowman and Wilcock,
2014). One of these microseisms is presented here. The signal consists of a low ampli-
tude first arrival followed by a much higher amplitude second arrival approximately one
second later. The CEEMD produces three main IMFs: a high frequency, high ampli-
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Figure 5.4: Complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition of a signal recorded on the
ocean floor inside the caldera of Deception Island volcano, Antarctica. The red line at
top indicates the sum of IMFs 1, 3, 4, and 5; the black line at top indicates the original
signal.
tude component, a low frequency, high amplitude component, and a low frequency, low
amplitude component. A fourth IMF contains the low frequency component of the first
arrival (Figure 5.4). The high frequency, high amplitude component (IMF 1) has visible
frequency modulation. These four IMFs demonstrate the ability of the HHT method to
reveal hidden time scales in the data, including frequency modulation that might have
been lost had a band pass filter been used instead.
The ensemble Hilbert spectrogram of the microseism reveals spectral details that the
Fourier spectrogram cannot resolve (Figure 5.5). Two main signals are present: a a high
frequency one between 10 and 20 Hz and a low frequency one at approximately 4 Hz
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(Figure 5.5, top panel). There is also a lower energy, lower frequency phase present in
the first second of the signal. All three components have a decreasing frequency trend
in the first half second of the signal, but the 4 Hz component rises in frequency over
the following 1.5 seconds. The complicated structure in the high frequency gliding phase
as well as the highly scattered frequencies at the signal onset are probably a result of
the sudden changes in frequency and amplitude and thus may not reflect reality (Huang
et al. (1998)).
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Figure 5.5: Ensemble Hilbert spectrogram (top) and Fourier spectrogram (bottom) of
the microseism. Amplitude of trace and ensemble Hilbert spectrogram in velocity (m/s);
Fourier spectrogram in velocity squared.
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5.3.3 Pressure and elevation fluctuations on a high altitude balloon
When zero pressure balloons attain their neutral buoyancy elevation, momentum from
the ascent causes them to oscillate about equilibrium for up to an hour (Morris, 1975).
Since the atmosphere has a negative pressure gradient with altitude, the corresponding
pressure fluctuations should be 180 degrees out of phase. This behavior was detected
during the HASP 2014 balloon flight by generating the CEEMD of pressure and altitude
and summing together IMFs in the correct frequency range (see Figure 5.6). The highest
amplitude fluctuations (corresponding to a vertical displacement of over 200 m) take place
over about 20 minutes. After this, the damping effect of drag on the balloon envelope
attenuates the fluctuations.
The empirical band pass filter created by summing the IMFs together has thus re-
covered the pressure and elevation signatures of a known physical process. However, the
computational time required to generate these time series is formidable (several days on a
high end laboratory workstation). The ability of EMD based methods to separate poten-
tially nonlinear wave forms must therefore be balanced against the lower computational
cost of Fourier band pass methods.
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Figure 5.6: Pressure and altitude fluctuations observed on the HASP 2014 balloon just
after attaining neutral buoyancy. Time series were generated by summing sets of IMFs
from the CEEMD of pressure and altitude recorded during flight.
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5.4 Discussion
While any signal can be represented as a linear combination of arbitrary basis func-
tions that span the data space, choosing the wrong basis function can greatly increase
the number of terms required to fit the time series. For example, the Fourier method
uses sinusoidal basis functions, resulting in the production of numerous harmonics when
a nonsinusoidal signal is processed. Since the EMD method chooses the basis functions
from the properties of each individual signal, it greatly reduces the number of terms
required to represent the signal in both the time and frequency domains. Not only does
this minimize the number of parameters that need to be modeled in order to reproduce
the signal, it also prevents spectral energy from bleeding into nonphysical harmonics that
can obscure the true frequency content of the time series.
The HHT also has disadvantages compared to other spectral analysis methods. The
EMD is computationally expensive, especially when the time series is long, has a large
frequency distribution and/or has a high sample rate. Random noise can perturb IMF
sets, an effect that the EEMD and CEEMD can generally correct at the expense of even
more computer time.
The HHT will generally return the Fourier components of a simple linear signal.
However, since the EMD relies on extrema to separate IMFs from the signal, it can fail
to split a low amplitude Fourier component from a high amplitude Fourier component if
the higher frequency mode does not produce extrema. This may indicate that the signal
is nonlinear when in fact it is a superposition of two sinusoids. Da¨tig and Schlurmann
(2004) provide a rigorous analysis of this phenomenon. They also find that improper
spline fitting can have a deleterious effect on the EMD. Kijewski-Correa and Kareem
(2006) verify the inability of the EMD to handle closely spaced waves, and they point out
instances where amplitude modulation in the time series produces nonphysical frequency
modulation in the Hilbert spectrogram. They also find that the wavelet spectrogram can
match the precision of the Hilbert spectrogram if the appropriate wavelet is chosen.
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